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1. Introduction and background 

Aims of the research 

‘RentBetter’ is a research programme funded by the Nationwide Foundation to evaluate 

changes in the Scottish Private Rented Sector (PRS) regime. The Foundation commissioned 

Indigo House in 2019 to undertake a three-year study to learn from the experiences of 

households living in, and landlords providing, private rental properties in Scotland. The 

timescale for the research has since been extended due to the Coronavirus pandemic. 

The Foundation’s key aim for this research is to understand the impacts of recent changes 

that have been made within the PRS in Scotland, in particular the introduction of the Private 

Residential Tenancy from 2017. This report will help identify any further changes that may be 

needed in Scotland, and to share lessons learned for the benefit of private tenants and 

landlords across the UK.  The Foundation wants to understand the impact of change on: 

Security of tenure; access to justice; affordability; landlord and tenant conduct. The focus of 

the research is on the impacts of these changes on tenants on a low income and/or in housing 

need. Findings from Wave 1 of the research were published in 2020. 

This Landlords and Letting Agents Qualitative report is one of a set of reports for Wave 2 

(2021-22). The RentBetter Wave 2 Final Report brings together a range of findings from 

secondary data analysis, and qualitative research involving tenants, landlords and letting 

agents, as well as wider stakeholders; this latter publication should be read alongside this 

report.  

Baseline findings (2019/20) 

The RentBetter Wave 1 Baseline1 study was conducted through a large scale representative 

survey of PRS tenants across Scotland, survey of landlords and lettings agents, secondary 

data analysis and follow up qualitative research with tenants, landlords and letting agents, 

alongside wider stakeholders. The key findings from the baseline work from the landlords’ and 

letting agents’ perspective were:  

• On tenancy reform and the change to the Private Residential Tenancy (PRT), at that stage 

(2019/20) most landlords/letting agents were indicating ‘no impact’. The ‘no impact’ finding 

may reflect the fact that Short Assured Tenancies (SATs) were still in use, and it appeared 

that the opinions of some landlords were based on their perception of market signals, 

rather than their actual experience of the PRT. There were however, significant negative 

opinions about two specific aspects of the PRT – the open-ended aspect and the reduced 

28-day notice period for tenants. These two combined factors were strongly argued to 

cause problems of ‘churn’ – increased turnover and voids which seemed most acute in 

student and more seasonal markets. There was little concern about the loss of the ‘no 

fault’ ground. There appeared to be significant problems for landlords and discontent 

around the eviction Ground 12 – relating to rent arrears and the increased length of time 

it took to achieve eviction for rent arrears, resulting in considerable loss of earnings.  

 

1 https://rentbetter.indigohousegroup.com/findings/rentbetter-baseline-full-reports/ 

https://indigohousegroup.com/
https://rentbetter.indigohousegroup.com/findings/
https://rentbetter.indigohousegroup.com/findings/rentbetter-baseline-executive-summary/
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• On affordability, and access to the market for lower incomes, the prevalence of landlords 

letting to private tenants claiming benefits was largely driven by the type of market. In 

higher demand/more pressured markets, access to private renting for those on benefits 

was particularly difficult. In lower demand areas, landlords tended to be more pragmatic 

and accepting of the need to rent to those on benefits; nevertheless many landlords were 

still reluctant to risk renting to tenants on benefits. 

• On access to justice there was a lack of awareness from tenants about tenancy rights. 

There were clear signs that landlords who were proactive and nurtured good, close 

tenant/landlord relationships reaped rewards for both the tenant and landlord. The 

importance of maintaining positive, trusting relationships with the landlord was a strong 

theme from tenants, and appeared to be a key driver in a lack of appetite from many 

tenants for lodging formal legal complaints.  

• In relation to formal routes to justice through the First Tier Tribunal (FTT) there appeared 

to be an asymmetry of access to justice through the Tribunal between tenants and 

landlords. Tenants found the FTT inaccessible, but the experience appeared to be 

smoother for landlords who placed greater reliance on professional advisors than tenants. 

Landlords’ and letting agents’ dissatisfaction with the Tribunal was mainly related to 

complaints about the law (as above), rather than the Tribunal process itself, although 

delays and backlogs were highlighted.  

• Landlords’ and letting agents’ opinions about the future of the PRS broadly appeared to 

be  equally positive and negative. The single most unpopular intervention in recent years 

has been the change in tax relief regime. This factor, combined with the wider changes in 

regulation in Scotland, was considered too much for some – just under a quarter indicated 

they were considering selling all their properties and leaving the sector; these were most 

likely to be landlords with between 2 and 5 properties. However, the highest proportion 

stated that they planned no change for the future of their landlord business. Taking the 

range of risk or ‘push’ factors into account, participants pointed to the cumulative impact 

of changes in the sector having a more negative impact on smaller ‘cottage industry’ 

landlords, many of whom are seen as quality providers by tenants providing a more 

person-centred service, compared to larger, more institutional landlords.  

Hypotheses and research questions for Wave 2 

Wave 2 has concentrated more on tenants with lower incomes and those in housing need, 

and has explored the following hypotheses: 

• Affordability – Tenants in higher rent markets have low expectations of affordability. This 

hypothesis is based on the baseline findings which appeared to show a disconnect 

between high rents in some markets and tenants’ perceptions of affordability.  

• Justice – Service provision, security of tenure and dispute resolution is considered more 

favourably amongst landlords with small (less than 5) portfolios. This hypothesis is based 

on the baseline finding that suggested better quality services and favourable dispute 

resolution was more common from smaller landlords. 
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• Leavers and stayers – Landlords with less than 5 properties in their portfolio are more 

likely to leave the sector as a result of PRS reforms in Scotland. Again, this hypothesis is 

based on the baseline findings. 

In bringing these findings together, of particular interest will be the question of whether the 

smaller ‘cottage industry’ landlord is more likely to provide a better service than other larger 

landlords/letting agents, but at the same time most likely negatively impacted by PRS reform, 

and more likely to leave the sector. 

The first of these hypotheses on affordability, is most relevant to tenants and is tested through 

the tenants qualitative report. The hypotheses on justice and leavers and stayers are relevant 

to landlords and letting agents and are tested in this report, although some aspects in relation 

to service provision are considered in the tenants report. All findings are brought together in 

the Wave 2 Final Report. 

Research questions for emergency legislation impact  

During Wave 1 of the RentBetter programme, the Coronavirus pandemic hit the UK in spring 

2020. Scottish Government responded by introducing temporary legislation in the PRS which 

meant that: from 7 April 2020 landlords had to provide extended periods of notice to leave 

(increasing from three to six months, except 28 days for antisocial behaviour and those with 

criminal convictions); the grounds for eviction were made discretionary; there was a temporary 

ban on the enforcement of eviction orders (in areas where there was a Coronavirus protection 

level 3 or 4), and landlords were required to adopt pre-action requirements before seeking to 

end a tenancy. On 30th March 2022 the provisions for the extended notice period expired. The 

eviction grounds will remain discretionary and the pre-action requirements will remain in place, 

and based on the Scottish Government’s New Deal for Tenants consultation2 (December 

2021) these provisions may become permanent. 

Given the major impact of the pandemic in all aspects of life, the Nationwide Foundation 

decided to extend the research to explore the impact of the emergency legislation on the PRS. 

The research questions for this part of the research were: 

• Was extending an eviction notice period beneficial for tenants/landlords? What difficulties 

can be foreseen in extending eviction notice periods for tenants/landlords? Are there 

specific circumstances where landlords would be more amenable to lengthening notice 

periods?  

• To what extent did making all grounds for eviction discretionary deter unreasonable 

evictions during the pandemic? Are there mandatory grounds for evictions that should now 

be discretionary?  

• How did the implementation of pre-action requirements for evictions affect landlords in the 

PRS during the pandemic? Were these pre-action requirements commonly practiced by 

private landlords before their introduction in law? What were the benefits of these pre-

action requirements for tenants? 

 

2 https://www.gov.scot/publications/new-deal-tenants-draft-strategy-consultation-paper/ 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/new-deal-tenants-draft-strategy-consultation-paper/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/new-deal-tenants-draft-strategy-consultation-paper/
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Most of these questions are considered in this landlords and letting agents qualitative report. 

The tenant experience of the pandemic is explored the tenants qualitative report. All findings 

and conclusions are brought together in the Wave 2 Final report. 

Structure of this report 

The following chapter sets out the research methodology. The analysis of the interviews with 

tenants is set out as follows: 

• Opinion of Tenancy Reform, and ‘Leavers and Stayers’ 

• Disputes and access to justice 

• The impact of the pandemic on landlords 

• Summary and conclusions. 
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2. Methodology 

This qualitative research involving 48 landlords and letting agents was conducted through 

semi-structured in-depth telephone interviews, undertaken between September 2021 and 

February 2022. Landlords and letting agents were recruited in line with the sampling 

framework agreed by the Advisory Group (Appendix 1) to ensure a spread of type, size of 

landlord/letting agent, and type of area/markets in which rented properties were located. A 

typology of landlords developed by Rugg and Wallace of the University of York3 was used to 

categorise landlords in the recruitment and analysis as follows: 

• Accidental - 1 or 2 properties, not intending to remain as a landlord  

• Investment - employed elsewhere in addition to being a landlord, or other income/ 

retirement income 

• Portfolio - no other employer, and actively involved in managing properties. 

• Business – large number of properties and have created ancillary property companies with 

employees, or have a large portfolio of businesses, of which property is one. 

Participants were recruited through advertising the research as widely as possible with 

representative organisations, local authority landlord registers - a general ‘Call for Landlords 

and Letting Agents’ was also issued to stakeholders and was available on the RentBetter 

website. A record was kept of interviews as they happened with gaps in recruitment identified 

to ensure that the sampling framework was achieved as far as possible (see Appendix 1).  The 

interviews undertaken were semi-structured in-depth interviews, using the Topic Guide agreed 

with the Advisory Group as a guide to the discussion (Appendix 2). All interviews were 

undertaken by telephone. Interviews were typically around one hour in length.  

The purpose of qualitative research is to provide in-depth understanding of particular issues, 

by exploring experiences, characteristics or behaviours. As is typical, the sample sizes are 

smaller than those used for the quantitative surveys, and the intention is not to be statistically 

representative. Reporting of qualitative findings has been undertaken through analysis and 

description of opinion, rather than counts or measures. The following descriptions are used 

here in reporting qualitative findings in descending order of prevalence: All, most, many, some, 

several, a few, and one or two. Throughout this report, anonymised and non-disclosive quotes 

and mini case studies are provided to illustrate key points. Landlords have been categorised 

throughout the analysis, drawing on the typology above. 

Limitations 

The qualitative research approach allows for intensive exploration and description of key 

issues, thus providing insights into participants’ views. It still enables the researcher to make 

reasonable judgements as to the prevalence of such views, although the nature of qualitative 

research (i.e. the number of interviews typically achieved, the free-form nature of responses, 

etc.) means that it is not possible to generalise the findings of the qualitative research in a 

 
3 Rugg, J. J.  and Wallace, A. (2021) Property supply to the lower end of the English Private rented sector. 
Nationwide Foundation and Centre for Housing Policy, University of York.  
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statistical sense to the wider population. The qualitative approach allows us, given the number 

of interviews involved in this research and the recurring themes found, to summarize and 

develop general propositions and conclusions on the basis of identifying the most common 

themes and experiences. While this is not a statistically representative methodology, 48 

landlords were interviewed; a moderately large sample for qualitative research and sufficient 

for the researchers to make judgements about notable characteristics of particular 

experiences.  

It should also be noted that there may be opt-in bias in any type of qualitative research. 

Commitment to research ethics requires that we ask people to voluntarily participate in the 

research, and that they can chose to withdraw at any time. It is usual that respondents will 

wish to participate in the research because of their experience and some will have something 

particular they wish to say and offer to the research. In the context of this topic, this is true of 

both sides of the market – tenants and landlords/letting agent. The sampling framework 

mitigates against opt-in bias to some extent by ensuring that the researchers have achieved 

a balanced sample around the specific research objectives.  

Profile landlord and letting agent participants 

• A total of 37 landlords and 11 letting agents were interviewed. In terms of the profile of 

landlords and agents: 

• 4 were accidental landlords, with 1 property 

• 20 were investment landlords with between 1 and 20 properties (average of 4 properties) 

• 9 were portfolio landlords with between 5 and 25 properties 

• 4 were business landlords with between 18 and 100 properties. 

• 11 were letting agents with portfolios ranged in size from 140 to 1,600 properties. 

In terms of the type of area and types of markets where properties were located (some had 

different properties in different types of locations): 

• 24 had properties in urban areas, 29 in city, and 15 in rural areas  

• 19 had properties in pressured area, 10 unpressured and 19 in mixed markets.4 

 
4 ‘Pressured’ areas were described with landlords and letting agents to mean areas where there was high rental 
demand and relatively high prices, with ‘unpressured’ described as lower demand and lower prices. 
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3. Opinion of tenancy reform, and ‘Leavers and Stayers’ 

Introduction 

All 37 landlords and 11 lettings agents were asked a range of questions: About the type of 

tenancies offered; whether they let to tenants claiming housing support (either Housing Benefit 

or Universal Credit), their opinion about current and future policy and legislation in the private 

rented sector in Scotland, and their future intentions for letting property - i.e. were they ‘staying’ 

or ‘leaving’ the PRS. 

Tenancy type 

3.1 Proportion of Private Residential Tenancies 

Just over half of the landlords (20 out of 37 landlords) and one letting agent (out of 11) said 

that all their tenancies were now PRTs. This included all types and sizes of landlords ranging 

from 1-30, and the one letting agent had 360 properties (which was on the smaller end of 

those letting agents interviewed). In addition, a further five landlords and seven letting agents 

said that ‘most’ of their tenants were on PRTs, with some citing percentages of 65% upwards, 

but more commonly over 80% were on PRT. These landlords were all investment, portfolio 

and businesses with larger stock sizes of between 11 and over 50. A few other landlords said 

that there was still a mix of tenancy type, split broadly 50/50. 

A small number of landlords (3) said that either all or most of the tenancies were on Short 

Assured Tenancies (SAT), with relatively long tenancies. There were also two landlords with 

a small number of pre-1988 Protected Tenancies on fair rents. Both of the latter were rural 

landlords with very long-standing tenants, one with an average tenancy length across many 

properties of over 9 years. 

3.2 Opinion of the Private Residential Tenancy 

When landlords and letting agents were asked what they thought about the PRT there were 

three broad types of responses from participants – a mixed opinion, positive, or negative 

opinion. Most commonly, landlords and letting agents had a mixed opinion on the PRT. The 

next largest group of landlords and letting agents were those that had mainly positive opinions, 

and a slightly smaller group had only negative opinions of the PRT. On balance, therefore, 

opinion was more often positive about the PRT, although there were some caveats, with a 

smaller proportion of interviewees expressing very strong negative opinions. There were no 

clear trends in the different opinions by type and size of landlords, although there tended to 

be more positive opinions from those working in higher priced markets, and from larger letting 

agents, but more negative opinion from those with properties in lower priced/unpressured 

markets. 

The most common positive opinions surrounded the tenancy being better for tenants, notably 

increased security of tenure afforded by the open-ended tenancy. In this group of interviewees, 

many talked about the original fears around removal of the no-fault ground not coming to pass. 

Letting agents noted that most landlords wanted good tenants for as long as possible, and 

previously therefore, few landlords actually used the no-fault ground. Some landlords 

commented that the PRT had made no difference to them at all compared to the SAT, although 
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notably most of these landlords had their properties managed by letting agents. This was 

confirmed by letting agents who didn't think their landlords had noticed a difference at all.  

“I don't think it [the no-fault ground] was being used very ethically.  I don't think 

there was a reason for using the no fault ground previously if you look practically at 

the reasons for ending a lease. I think the PRT has been a step forward. I definitely 

prefer it to the old SAT days.” (Letting agent, 1,600) 

 

“Removing the natural end [of the tenancy] that's caused some fear from landlords, 

they feel that there's too much power being handed to a tenant. The new regime 

has actually worked very well, my experience prior to the PRT coming in was most 

landlords would not give tenants notice anyway. It was the other way, and the 

majority of notices came from tenants.” 

(Letting Agent, 1,500) 

Many also commented on the lease document itself - that it was clear, drafted in plain language 

and usefully could be provided electronically. Letting agents referred to the simplification and 

standardisation of the lease alongside the flexibility to insert clauses. A few landlords 

mentioned that it was much easier paperwork that meant they could now issue it to tenants 

without involving solicitors. 

From a few of the smaller, mainly accidental landlords and one of the smaller letting agents 

there was a sense of altruism, with the landlords even being happy that tenants had stronger 

rights than themselves as landlords: 

“It hasn’t really impacted me as a landlord, but I know the PRT has better 

protections for tenants. The new regime has less protection for landlords, and I am 

quite happy for that.”  (Landlord, Accidental, 1) 

 

"I appreciate the idea of tenants wanting security. The market is so skewed towards 

landlords in Edinburgh that the re-adjustment of the PRT is right. I feel so sorry for 

people looking for a tenancy as they are so desperate.” (Landlord, Portfolio, 5) 

 

“I liked the idea that with the private residential tenancies, you've got a tenancy for 

the rest of your life and you do not have to keep doing renewals all the time”. 

(Letting Agent, 150) 

The negative aspects of the PRT presented by many landlords and letting agents focused on 

the shorter 28-day notice period which was said to increase voids and ‘churn’ and therefore 

costs. This was problematic for a range of types of markets. In pressured markets a few 

interviewees talked about residential lets effectively being used as 'Airbnbs', particularly in city 

tourist markets i.e. giving notice on day one of the tenancy and using it as relatively cheap 

holiday accommodation for a month. In slacker, lower demand markets a few letting agents 

argued that tenants took less time in decision making in taking a flat, and then if unsure after 

a few weeks gave notice quickly. Many landlords with a focus in student markets said that the 

28-day notice combined with the open-ended tenancy did not to work for tenants or landlords 

for the academic year (discussed further below). Some landlords and agents also spoke about 

the relatively short period to market and relet the property within 28 days. 
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“The 28 days’ notice is just a disaster, as a result landlords have to cover losses, so 

rents go up. So, it doesn’t end up changing anything, it doesn’t make it better for 

tenants – it just makes the whole thing more volatile”.  

(Landlord, Investment, 6) 

Some landlords strongly objected to the open-ended tenancy, or ‘indefinite security of tenure’. 

These landlords referred back to the flexibility of the short-assured tenancy, and how this was 

useful for the seasonality of some employment markets, particularly in rural areas - this 

referred to the need to offer housing (not necessarily tied) with employment to attract the right 

skills where housing Is scarce, and so potentially drive turnover of housing so that new people 

with the right skills could be attracted to the job. For a few landlords there was also said to be 

the challenge of lack of predictability for financial and investment planning – if there was more 

turnover and less stability in lets, there was less certainty of income and therefore ability to 

invest. It was argued that if there was a fixed term there could be better planning across a 

portfolio - these comments came from mainly larger landlords, but did also include a couple of 

smaller landlord. 

For a few they saw the open-ended tenancy as a key reason for making it much harder to 

evict ‘difficult’ tenants, or when things ‘didn’t work out’ (when the SAT period came to an end 

this gave them an opportunity to ask tenants to leave without going through eviction 

procedures and which was seen as easier, and potentially less unpleasant for all concerned). 

Several landlords said the consequence was that they had put in place stricter letting criteria, 

or ‘forensic analysis’ of prospective tenants so they could be sure they were letting to the ‘right 

people’; a few claimed this would ultimately mean more restricted access to the PRS.  

“I don’t mind the tenancy, but it’s the less than 2 months notice, and the fact that it's 

more difficult to get people out. If they’d kept that I wouldn’t have a problem with it 

whatsoever … so if in doubt, it [the property] doesn’t go out, if I have any 

reservation at all the property doesn’t get let and I would rather it is empty for 

months, if I can’t find someone that ticks all the boxes, whereas before I would be 

able to take chances on people’.  

(Landlord, Portfolio, 15) 

For landlords working in the student PRS market (whether exclusively or with a mixed portfolio) 

all said the combination of the 28-day notice and loss of a fixed-term tenancy was said to be 

problematic. This was because students only required accommodation for the academic year 

and then the property was empty over the summer months, but the open-ended tenancy 

doesn’t allow this to be formalised through the tenancy. This meant it was more difficult to relet 

to students, unless they were willing to keep the tenancy over the summer (although some 

landlords sought assurance on this from tenants but then were disappointed when students 

left before the summer in any case), or had to relet to the next set of students immediately, so 

bringing the length of their tenancy forward to make it a full year (or more) rather than 8-9 

months, or one example was provided of rolling 12 months rent in eight months (effectively 

increasing the monthly rent to mediate the increased risks of the student market). At the same 

time students could change their mind at any time and give one month’s notice rather than be 

bound to a fixed period. This was exacerbated by the pandemic and students leaving flats 

quickly to go home. Many landlords and agents in this market mentioned how there was a 

‘loophole’ and different regulation for Purpose Built Student Accommodation (with fixed term 

contracts) and the question raised as to why there couldn’t be an exception for the mainstream 
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student PRS market. Some landlords that had previously focused on the student markets were 

now avoiding this part of the market and were either selling their HMO type properties or were 

refocusing to other parts of the PRS market whether mainstream residential or short-term lets. 

This is discussed further in the 'Stayers and Leavers' section below. 

In the rural context, some landlords mentioned the impact of short term lets. One landlord that 

lived in a high tourism area said that while she agreed with the PRT in principle, she saw the 

impact of other landlords moving to let their properties as Airbnbs; from an overall market point 

of view, she thought it was detrimental to the availability of housing for people who needed 

residential rented options. The issue of short-term lets was also raised by a few landlords and 

letting agents in city, pressured markets. As already discussed, from another rural perspective, 

two landlords mentioned the requirement for gaining possession of residential property for 

agricultural or forestry workers, and the fact that there was no scope in PRT to cater for this 

business requirement, where previously the 'no-fault' ground could have been used, albeit 

rarely.  

“The PRT has driven more people into STLs. It has not had the effect of giving 

renters more security, it has moved a large tranche of properties out of the picture.” 

(Landlord, Accidental, 2) 

Most landlords also reflected on the loss of rent and stress caused by the extended notice 

periods by the Coronavirus Emergency legislation which the vast majority of interviewees 

considered to be too onerous (regardless of whether they recognised the positive impacts of 

PRT). There was frustration around the lengthy process and delays, and the impact this had 

for lost rent in particular. Some saw the cumulative impact and risk of tenancy reform over 

time and the emergency legislation as too much to bear. The impacts of the Coronavirus 

Emergency legislation is considered further in Section 4.  

“[The PRT] is fair enough, it provides more security for tenants, but there will 

always be tenants who make your life difficult. There are more hoops to jump 

through now, even if you have a good reason to evict. With the PRT it was a 

reasonable amount of time, but now 6 months with the temporary coronavirus 

legislation it is ridiculous. If that continues it would definitely encourage people to 

sell.”  

(Landlord, Investment, 2)  

A few landlords and letting agents also said that the long period of time associated with 

repossession for non-payment of rent caused difficulties for both landlords and tenants. They 

argued that the ‘system’ was not helping people with very high levels of rent arrears who 

wanted and needed assistance to leave a tenancy they couldn’t afford. This is illustrated in 

the case below which a letting agent described as having a huge impact on both tenant and 

landlord.  

Case study - Assistance for those where the PRS is unsustainable 

A tenant was in severe difficulty with rent arrears and although she was communicating with 

the letting agent got to a point where the arrears were unmanageable. The tenant said she 

wanted to move into council housing but had very low priority on the waiting list. She also 

approached the homeless service but said to the letting agent that "they won't house me until 

there's a repossession order on me”. Eventually, repossession proceedings commenced for 

non-payment of rent but due to the lengthy and delayed repossession proceedings and 
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protracted wait for the Tribunal, all exacerbated by Coronavirus temporary legislation, the 

arrears increased by another 12 months, with no payment of rent at all. The tenant was evicted 

with very high levels of debt, and the landlord had lost over £20,000 in rental income, plus 

legal costs. He had little hope of recovering the unpaid rent and costs.     

One landlord summed up his view on long eviction proceedings, which was shared by many 

smaller landlords:  

“We are at the mercy of the tenant”….. If the tenant stops paying the rent you 

cannot evict him until after a long legal process, which is unnecessarily longer in 

Scotland of around two years. If a person had saved his earnings for many years 

and bought a house on mortgage and paying the mortgage continuously, abruptly 

the rent is stopped. Now, his whole life savings are at stake.” (Landlord, Investment, 

2) 

For a smaller proportion of participants with very strong negative opinion about the PRT, they 

argued that the law was ‘totally unfair for landlords’, and that the ‘pendulum has swung way 

too far towards the rights of tenants’. Many of these landlords had recent, difficult disputes 

with their tenants, and said it would drive sales out of the PRS. However, it should be noted 

that while a strong negative opinion about tenancy reform came from a small number of 

landlords, many more also shared the opinion that the ‘pendulum’ of the balance of rights had 

swung too far towards tenants’ rights – this view came from those with positive as well as 

negative opinions of tenancy reform. This finding is discussed further in the ‘Stayers and 

Leavers’ section below.  

Opinion on policy and legislative change 

Apart from opinion on the PRT specifically, landlords and letting agents were asked to briefly 

describe how things had changed for them in the sector since they had been a landlord. Most 

of the landlords and letting agents were well established, with two acting as landlords for over 

40 years, and many others for five to ten years.  

It is worth noting that most of the landlords and letting agents interviewed presented as 

complying with regulations. However, there were also some landlords who gave the 

impression that either they didn’t know the law/regulations or didn’t wish to follow it. For some, 

they were not interested in the legal requirements so long as these were covered by the letting 

agent – several mentioned intentionally moving to a letting agent ‘to keep them right’. There 

was an impression of ignorance from a few others, albeit unintentional, possibly due to ‘not 

being able to keep up with all the changes’. There were two small landlords (one with one 

property, another with a few properties) who gave the clear impression of non-compliance, 

who conducted their business as they wished to, disregarding the law on two specific things 

that they didn’t agree with or thought they were above - one involved changing the locks in a 

way that sounded unlawful, and another did not appear to go through due process after a 

tenant abandoned the property.   

The list of topics raised by landlords and letting agents as important, in order of frequency 

were: increased regulation, energy efficiency requirements, health and safety checks, the 

removal of mortgage income tax relief (MITR) and holiday lets/Airbnb. In terms of future policy, 
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the issues raised were the potential for rent control, enforcement od regulations and 

decoration. 

The most positive aspects raised by about policy and potential legislative change were around 

the health and safety regulations which most interviewees considered a good aspect of 

regulation (although with a few exceptions around the need for legionella testing). 

The most common, and strongly held view when reflecting about the changes was about the 

sheer scale and speed of regulation that has been placed in the PRS, with some commenting 

that it was hard to keep up with the ‘constant tinkering with legislation’, in what people 

considered the most highly regulated PRS sector in the UK. Many people, in line with the 

discussions around the PRT above, argued that the scale of regulation meant that they were 

weighing up their options, and felt it was getting to a tipping point to leave the sector (as 

discussed further below in ‘Leavers and Stayers’).  

There was a strong sense of ‘vilification’ of private landlords from government and the press, 

with stigmas and anti-landlord rhetoric or ‘landlord bashing’ and ‘there is a bit of a political 

dimension and it feels like the system has you slightly on the naughty step”. There was also a 

common view that the Scottish Government undervalued the PRS and the role it played in the 

overall housing system. 

“There is an idea that you are a greedy person [as a landlord] and at the same time 

being expected to heavily invest in a property.” (Landlord, Investment, 20) 

 

“They [the Scottish Government] will wipe out the sector. Take my tenants for 

example, they do not want to be a homeowner – not one of them because they 

don’t want to deal with it, and anyway they are all on benefits and have no chance 

to get a mortgage. Some of them have been on waiting list for years, and they will 

never get a council property – for example a normal couple with a child and both 

work they will have minimum points, you have no chance of getting a council 

property, so the only option is to rent on PRS – if you decimate this sector, where 

are all these people going to live?” (Investment, 6) 

The next most common area of concern was the energy efficiency requirements for the PRS5. 

Many landlords were very concerned about the requirements stating that for some properties 

it was not feasible to reach the current level E, and then the increased future energy efficiency 

levels. These landlords were also concerned about uncertainty, and lack of clarity about 

exactly what was required and claimed there was lack of information and support (including 

financial) to achieve the energy efficiency levels. The overall sense from landlords was that 

while they were onboard with saving energy and the environmental agenda, what was being 

proposed but practically not possible for many properties. Reaching the levels E and the future 

 
5 The Scottish Government’s regulation on minimum energy efficiency standard is Level E on all new tenancies 

from 1 October 2020 (with certain exemptions around spend) and all tenanted properties by March 2022, with 

failure to comply resulting in financial penalty. The Scottish Government’s Heat in Buildings Strategy published in 

October 2021 confirmed that all private rented sector properties must reach a minimum standard equivalent to 

EPC Level C (changed from previous proposal of Level D) from 2025 where technically feasible and cost-

effective, at change of tenancy, with a backstop of 2028 for all remaining existing properties. 
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target of C was especially concerning for those with Victorian tenements, and all landlords 

letting property in rural areas, as illustrated by one large rural landlord: 

“The one [regulation] that is having the most impact and will have for the next, 

however many years we've got left, 2028 I think, is getting to EPC ‘C’ by that time. 

We are quite a long way down that road but in the rural context, particularly with 

older properties, [but] getting to C is just not possible. Off grid solutions, doesn’t 

work. You can’t do it. It just cannot be done because you’d have to rebuild the 

house and we’re not going to do that. And EPC were never designed to measure 

thermal efficiency in the way that it is now being used. It was designed to give an 

idea of the cost of heating your house, what you could do if you changed that 

heating or if you made certain changes to your property. The measure being used it 

is the only measure we have, but it was designed with fuel poverty in mind, it wasn’t 

designed for this. So, it’s a bit daft and it’s not possible to achieve in the rural 

context where we’re off grid. Some properties will just never get there, and couldn’t 

be done with the tenant living in the house.   (Landlord, Business, 100) 

A small number of landlords, all of which were buy-to-let businesses with mortgages on their 

properties also referred to the negative impact of the HMRC’s withdrawal of mortgage income 

tax relief (MITR), stating that it was the only type of business where the costs of the business 

couldn’t be taken into account. One landlord argued this was the ‘tenant tax’ because the 

consequence was that rents had to be increased by £10-£20 per month, although this landlord 

said she would only increase rents on relet as she knew tenants’ circumstances and those 

‘that were struggling’ and so would only increase rents to cover the MITR on relet.   

Several landlords raised the problems associated with holiday lets and Airbnbs. A few argued 

that the PRT encouraged holiday lets through the removal of the fixed term tenancy, and 

others argued that the Scottish Government was ‘far too slow’ in regulating this market. 

Landlords and letting agents were also asked what they thought about the Scottish 

Government’s future policy proposals as set out in the Housing to 2040 vision document 

(published in March 2021), and a few also commented on the ‘A New Deal for Tenants’ 

consultation paper6. Not all landlords/lettings agents were aware of the proposals, nor had an 

opinion, but most of those that did expressed concerns over the potential for rent control. 

There was a small number of landlords that thought rent control would be positive in the most 

pressured market – typically Edinburgh was given as an example. It was suggested that the 

rent increases seen in pressured markets were demand led with ‘record low number of PRS 

properties available’ causing a supply-demand imbalance, exacerbated with the ‘cost of 

regulation’ which landlords passed onto tenants through rents.  Most other views were 

negative about the prospect of rent control. Perhaps surprisingly, one landlord saw this as a 

backward step, as she hadn’t increased her rents for seven years and thought rent regulation 

may force setting her rents to a specified rate. Most other landlords and letting agents with a 

view on rent setting either did not want the any ‘interference’ or felt any control would have to 

be highly sophisticated to cater for the wide range of markets and rent levels across Scotland.  

 
6 Most of the landlord and letting agent interviews were undertaken by December 2021, but a few were 
undertaken early 2022 so were able to comment on the specifics of the New Deal for Tenants consultation 
paper which was published on 20th December 2021. 
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“I’m not in the business of social housing.  Every time the state reduces the 

predictability of the market it becomes a less attractive investment.” (Letting Agent, 

400) 

Several landlords supported the need for stronger enforcement, although did not comment on 

the mechanism to achieve this objective. They bemoaned the fact that no matter what level of 

regulation is in place this would not impact on the ‘unscrupulous’ landlords that would never 

follow the rules without enforcement.  

Finally, a few landlords and letting agents commented on the Scottish Government proposals 

to enable tenants to decorate and to keep pets in rented properties. These proposals raised 

concerns due to previous experience of pets living in the landlords’ properties, and there was 

objection to decoration (without consent).  Reasons to this objection included situations where: 

A rental property was a previous family home with period features; tenants were not decorating 

appropriately (e.g. over smoke alarms, CO2 detectors and radiator valves), or the home was 

let for a relatively short period of time until a family returned from abroad. 

Tenants claiming Housing Benefit or Universal Credit 

Given that the focus of this research is on lower income tenants, and those in housing need, 

one of the first questions posed to landlords was whether they let to tenants claiming housing 

support, either Housing Benefit (HB) or Universal Credit (UC), and to explore reasons why 

they might be reluctant or not. Analysis has enabled the following categorisation of responses: 

• Specialist in low-income tenants and those claiming benefits (2) 

• Experience of letting to benefit claimants, driven by property/market, rather than being the 

landlord’s main focus (16) 

• Would start with letting to working households only but experience of tenants’ change in 

circumstance and subsequent claiming benefits (13) 

• Property / portfolio location and rental value means very unlikely, but not adverse to letting 

to low income/benefit claimants in principle (8) 

• Definitely no letting to benefit claimants driven by either financial risk, or outright prejudice 

(9). 

Overall, across much of the sample, there was a general positive attitude towards potential 

tenants who were on low income and/or claiming benefits. However, the benefits system often 

caused problems, and it was this factor that often made landlords and lettings agents reluctant 

to let to households receiving benefits.  In contrast, the interviews showed that some letting 

agents were strong mediators between the benefits system and tenants, helping support 

residents with their claims, and assisting in sustaining tenancies. 

3.3 Specialists in low-income tenants and benefit market  

Only two landlords were specialists in letting to low-income tenants - i.e. they focused on this 

part of the market. Their properties were in low rental, unpressured markets in cities, urban 

and rural areas.  These were portfolio and business landlords with stock sizes ranging from 
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10 to over 50 each. Both had been landlords for significant periods of time and were committed 

to staying in the sector, although planning to consolidate, rather than expand.  

Despite the length of experience, one commented that the business would gradually be 

targeting working households not on benefits on each property relet, rather than to those 

claiming UC. The key driver for this change in approach was the difficulty experienced with 

the UC system. This landlord clearly took pride in their skills and experience in assisting 

tenants in this market and described working closely with ‘clients’. However, numerous difficult 

experiences with the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) in trying to resolve rent 

payment problems meant that the landlord was shifting the client group,  and considered there 

to be strong demand from working households to do so. The negative DWP experience was 

compared to a much more positive and collaborative experiences with local authorities, in 

dealing with Housing Benefit claims.  

 

Case study - specialist in benefit tenants moving away from UC tenants 

“Over the last 2 years I have been moving away from benefit tenants as UC makes it so 

difficult. The HB and the LHA system were better. I would regularly, every week be into the 

Council’s customer information centre to discuss and sort changes to the HB for my clients, 

and we could get everything sorted between the tenant, Council and me. But since UC it is 

very unfriendly for tenant and landlord. They [DWP] don’t like speaking to landlords, even if 

you have consent from your client. I’ve got hundreds of examples of trying to work with them, 

and all the while the arrears are stacking up. So, for that reason I've been moving away from 

UC. I have been licking my wounds for years over UC since it started. It’s Ok for existing HB 

tenants who are not moving over to UC. If someone comes to me on UC then I now do 

enhanced credit checks, and make sure there is a homeowner guarantor, even before I 

consider them further. There is substantial financial risk in letting to UC tenants now. It is not 

about discrimination as I have let to HB tenants for 30+ years, it is about financial risk of UC 

and the systems not being right for more vulnerable tenants." (Landlord, Business, 50+) 

These negative experiences were reiterated by most other landlords and letting agents who 

said they let to tenants claiming benefits (non-specialists), to the extent that many landlords 

said that they now avoided tenants claiming benefits. Such reluctance was not because of any 

prejudice but due to the ‘system’ and the change since HB, resulting in bad experiences and 

increasing arrears. Landlords and letting agents made it clear that even with the Alternative 

Payment Arrangement (APA, which enables direct rent payments to landlords), the 

communication and approach was much more remote through the DWP and inevitably led to 

rent arrears, especially each time there was a change in circumstances which ‘took everything 

back to square one’. Several letting agents confirmed how difficult communication is with the 

DWP suggesting ‘they are not really set up to talk to letting agents’. 

“You can pretty much guarantee you're going to be two months in arrears very 

soon. And it's just about managing it from there on in.” (Letting Agent 1,600) 

The other landlord who was a specialist in the benefits market highlighted the fact that 

insurance companies were able to discriminate against benefit claimants; although there were 

sufficient institutions working in this area to mitigate this factor as a potential barrier to 
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specialise in this part of the market. Several other landlords (not benefit specialists) made the 

same point about insurance, but cited it as a reason for not letting to tenants claiming benefits.   

“All my tenants are on UC, there are enough lenders and insurance companies that 

do accept people on benefits, but I do find it ironic we are not allowed to 

discriminate as landlords, but financial institutions can freely. I believe that being on 

benefits does not make you a bad person, I see no problem with renting to 

someone on benefits."  (Landlord, Investment, 10) 

 

3.4 Experience of letting to tenants claiming benefits but not main market focus 

The largest group of landlords and letting agents stated that they would (or had) let to low 

income and benefit claimants. This group was usually driven by the location and type of 

property being let and included landlords and agents working in a range of different types of 

markets, but with some properties said to attract benefit claimants being in lower rent, 

unpressured areas.  Most of the letting agents fell into this category.  

There were nonetheless mixed opinions about experiences in letting to people claiming 

benefits, with the more negative views again related to problems with UC and about the 

‘system’ (as outlined above). Smaller landlords tended to be more pragmatic, stating that the 

type of location and rent level attracted this part of the market. 

“[UC] always turns out to be more difficult and more of a problem, but that wouldn’t 

put me off” (Landlord, Investment, 4) 

 

“In practice it would be unrealistic to have a professional tenant, to wait for this kind 

of tenant, given the market. I would be cutting off my nose to spite my face.” 

(Landlord, Accidental, 1)   

Those that were more comfortable in this market included landlords who appeared to have 

more experience of navigating the system, and more often had larger portfolios. Interestingly, 

two different rural landlords with relatively large stock saw this part of the market as core to 

supporting local communities. 

“We have a very traditional ‘patron’ view, favouring families with children at primary 

school. It’s positive discrimination. It is good for the local community, putting more 

children into the local rural school, which was at one stage under threat. In the rural 

context there are fragile communities and we don’t want to lose facilities. Families 

are more likely to be on some kind of benefit while also working.” (Landlord, 

Business, 100+) 

However, across this whole group of landlords and letting agents most stated that they much 

preferred rent to be paid direct and again maligned the difficulties caused by change of 

circumstances and communication with DWP in setting up arrangements. The following 

anonymous extended quote illustrates the challenges faced. 

Working with Universal Credit and DWP 

“Let me see, I’ve got…out of the five properties, four of them are actually on benefit.  Their 

rent is paid into me direct, not a problem.  John was on Housing Benefit and he paid rent direct 

to me, then their claim changed.  Then they had to change and go onto Universal Credit. Then 
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I had a notification that your tenant’s rent will no longer be paid. It didn’t say why. This 

happened periodically through the tenancy because of some change of circumstances in their 

benefit claim. It would go a couple of weeks, then a month, and then it would come back on, 

on and off. It would obviously build up arrears.  It then takes six weeks for the rent to come 

through, which I think is ridiculous. It took me months and hours and hours on the phone to 

say, look, this rent should be paid direct to me. So, then the tenant had to authorise… which 

again was just an absolute rigmarole. The problem is that when you switch to UC it 

automatically is paid to the tenant, even if they don’t want it, and then you immediately lose 

rent and the tenant is in debt. It doesn’t help anyone.” (Landlord, Portfolio, 5) 

3.5 Start with working households but circumstances may change 

Another substantial group of landlords and letting agents gave a clear view that they would 

prefer to start letting to a ‘professional’ or working households but would ‘not have a problem’ 

if the tenant’s circumstances changed and they would need to start claiming benefit.  

Interestingly, a few of these interviewees said they would not have let to tenants claiming 

benefits pre-2020, but through the course of the pandemic some tenants had moved onto UC 

due to reduced income or losing their job. In all these ‘new’ experiences the landlords said 

there were no problems. Further landlord experiences of the pandemic are set out in Section 

4.   

Similar to the group above, some of these landlords were led by the market, although they 

certainly had fewer experiences of tenants claiming benefits and were more wary about what 

could go wrong. Concerns were justified by a few landlords with examples of bad experiences 

of rent arrears from these tenants, but several indicated that while they would be cautious it 

wouldn’t be a ‘total no’. Some of these landlords and agents also referred to the insurance 

barriers (as above). The overall theme in these discussions was a concern about perceived 

financial risk.  

3.6 Very unlikely due to market focus 

Several landlords and letting agents stated that it was unlikely that they would let to tenants 

claiming benefit by virtue of the type and location of the property and the fact that rent levels 

would be out of reach for low-income tenants. All of these portfolios were focused in pressured, 

higher rent areas. A few letting agents described the affordability checks that are undertaken 

which would exclude low-income tenants from higher rental properties. 

“I don’t think the type of properties that I have, it would be unlikely that it would 

attract people on benefits. It’s not because I wouldn’t…it’s not necessarily an issue 

for me, it would just be unlikely to happen, I would think” 

(Landlord, Investment, 2) 

 

3.7 Definitely no benefit claimants  

The final type of landlords (no letting agents) were those that said that they would definitely 

not let to people on HB or UC. They were one of smallest groups and ranged in portfolio size 

from one property to 18 properties including Investment, Portfolio and Business landlords. 

Most were letting in pressured, high demand areas, but there were also two people letting in 

lower demand areas. 
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Most of these landlords indicated their position was based on a perception of financial risk. 

For a few their reluctance stemmed from a bad experience with non-payment of rent, making 

‘benefit tenants a huge financial risk’, and others had heard from their landlord network about 

the difficulty of UC and ‘lack of control’. Some combined these risks with those of the open-

ended PRT, the difficulty and length of eviction procedures for non-payment of rent, and the 

cost of taking tenants to the Tribunal; combining all these things together presented too much 

risk for them.  

While the reasons around financial risks were similar to other groups of landlords described 

above, the tone from these latter landlords was quite different, with a negative judgement 

about the type of people that people claiming benefits were. A few landlords also referred to 

the increased likelihood of damage to their property if it was let to tenants claiming benefit, 

based on previous experience. A few landlords also pointed to benefit claimants being better 

housed by councils, rather than private landlords.  

“I’ve not had anyone like that that I know about …you have no comeback, they just 

disappear”. (Landlord, Investment, 2) 

 

“I wouldn’t accept those kind of tenants” (Landlord, Investment, 1) 

Landlord and letting agent future plans – ‘Leavers and Stayers’ 

3.8 Leavers and Stayers 

The participants were asked about their future intentions as a landlord, whether growing their 

portfolio, changing their target markets, consolidating, or leaving the sector entirely. 

There was a broadly equal proportion of participants that said they would sell-up and leave 

the sector, as against those that intended on staying. There was also a small number (8) that 

said they were not sure, with their decision likely based on what may happen in policy and 

legislative terms over the next year or so. 

3.9 Leavers 

Many landlords (15 out of 37) felt that the ‘balance had tipped’ for them and they would be 

leaving the sector, typically over the next 2-5 years. These landlords ranged from 2 to 30 in 

size, with a median of 6 properties. They were mainly ‘investment’ landlords but also included 

a few portfolio and business landlords with larger stock of 12-30. There were no ‘accidental’ 

landlords in this group. The location of their stock varied across all types of areas - urban, city 

and rural, and in pressured and unpressured markets. 

Some letting agents also stated that they saw an increase in the number of landlords that were 

leaving the market (again across different types of areas and markets), although some other 

letting agents disagreed, suggesting landlords were not necessarily leaving at an increased 

rate, but more importantly that new landlords were not coming onto the market. One letting 

agent reflected on a period (a decade ago) when large numbers of ‘accidental’ landlords (with 

one or two properties) entered the market and argued that this type of new landlord was now 

much less common.   
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Reasons offered from landlords for their appetite to leave the private rental market mainly 

related to the weight of regulation, exposing landlords to unacceptable levels of risk. Most of 

these landlords also had recent, and sometimes very difficult experiences of disputes with 

tenants, particularly relating to rent arrears which had been exacerbated through the 

Coronavirus Emergency legislation by extending timescales and financial loss for landlords. 

Others cited personal reasons and coming to a stage in their career, or age when they didn’t 

want the high level of activity, or stress, of being a landlord.  Some stated that they would sell 

gradually, a few stressed that they did not want to put people out of their homes and so would 

probably wait to sell once tenants moved on, and a few wanted to sell with sitting tenants. As 

highlighted in the previous sections, some landlords also reflected that enforcement was 

ineffective and not reaching the ‘bad landlords’, whilst impacting on those that have been 

compliant. Others reflected on the prospect of more regulation, and in particular the potential 

for rent control which for them was a ‘step too far’. 

“It’s just too much, and the rogues will just keep on being rogues” 

(Landlord, Investment, 2)  

 

“Well, I just plan now to start selling off my properties.  I’ve now got a private tenant 

in X but once he leaves, and if my other tenants that I’ve got, if any of them left 

now, I would just start selling the properties off. Because of the hassle that I’ve had 

with X and with the Tribunal, the length of time, just the stress, and I just think, do 

you know what, it’s time now.” (Landlord, Portfolio, 5)  

Closely related to the perception of excessive regulation was the change in the financial risk 

now associated with renting, with many stating that regulation had increased costs (due to 

increased compliance and increased rent arrears). The change in the tax regime was 

mentioned, in particular the removal of Mortgage Interest Tax Relief, changing the financial 

balance for many landlords with mortgages. On the other hand, capital gains tax (CGT) was 

said to make selling rental properties less attractive or was ‘locking landlords in’; several 

landlords stated that they would prefer to sell their properties more quickly, but that CGT meant 

they would phase sales gradually and would carefully select which properties to sell, according 

to their financial calculations. 

“Over the next 2-3 years I will sell everything. I gave properties to an agency 

which stopped so much running around but still the financial benefits are small. 

Once a property gets wrecked, retain the £500 deposit but it costs far more to 

do up again: any profit is gone. I’m only getting 3 – 7 % annual return on 

investment.” (Landlord, Business, 18)  

Some landlords and letting agents offered their perceptions over political agendas around the 

private rented sector in Scotland, as well as on constitutional instability, and described the 

impacts these would have, combined with increased regulation. Combined with the differences 

in regulatory regimes across the UK, some argued would drive some to sell their portfolios in 

Scotland and re-invest in England where they felt the legal framework for landlords was now 

more attractive. 

Several landlords specifically cited the energy requirements as reasons for selling, arguing 

that there was no way that their properties would feasibly be able to achieve the EPC levels 

proposed by Scottish Government. As discussed above, many landlords voiced high levels of 
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anxiety and uncertainty about the future energy performance requirements. This was a 

common argument from rural landlords with older, stone-built properties, and also other 

city/urban landlord with tenement properties. A few landlords also stated that these properties 

would likely be lost to the rental market as other landlords would unlikely invest in and rent 

these types of properties, and so the properties would sell for individual ownership.   

Case study: Meeting energy efficiency requirements  

A rural landlord on an agricultural estate with 20 properties is considering the options for 

meeting the energy efficiency requirements. These are old stone-built properties that were 

originally built for farm workers in the early 20th century. But as agricultural methods have 

changed the farm does not need as many workers based on the farm and these properties 

are not let to households on the open PRS market. The energy efficiency requirements are a 

big concern. While the estate can see the benefits of meeting climate change targets, and 

increasing energy efficiency for tenants, meeting level C is not feasible for these properties. 

They tried internally insulating one cottage but had to wait for it to be vacant first as tenants 

didn’t want the upheaval and change to their home. When it was treated after a few years it 

had to be stripped out due to the damp it caused as ‘old stone buildings need to breath’. The 

family is waiting to see what the detailed Scottish Government regulations and guidance, and 

what, if any financial support is provided before deciding whether to keep or sell the portfolio 

on the open market.  

A few landlords with properties in the student market or with mixed portfolios, discussed how 

the PRT had in their opinion adversely impacted on the student market and so were now 

selling their student HMO properties. Part of this decision was related to the 28-day notice in 

the PRT, exacerbated by the ‘exodus’ of students from rentals over the pandemic ‘lock-downs’ 

leaving landlords exposed. However, based on these landlord interviews, experiences in the 

student market appears to vary by type of market, with pressured markets (e.g. Edinburgh) 

seeing landlords adjust their business models7 by effectively bringing forward their student 

accommodation year and asking students to commit to a property in advance of the summer 

for the following academic year. Landlords and letting agents also highlighted that when 

students returned after the lock-downs the type of demand from students had changed from 

HMOs to smaller sized properties to reduce their own risk if there was a need to return home 

again.  Some landlords have therefore left the HMO student market altogether by selling, or 

shifting their property to long-term residential lease, or to permanent short-term lets, all of 

which are said to be increasing pressure and prices in the student accommodation markets. 

“And as far as I'm concerned, it was a step too far and that's why I'm in the process 

of getting rid of quite a number of those properties.”  

(Landlord, Portfolio, 25)  

In addition to the firm ‘leavers’ there was a further small group of landlords (8) who were not 

sure whether they would leave the market or not. Most of these were investment or portfolio 

landlords ranging in size between 2-20 properties, although there was one larger rural landlord 

that was also undecided on future landlord intentions due to specific business reasons. The 

 
7 Pre introduction of the PRT in 2017 the traditional student PRS model in pressured and tourism markets in 
Scotland was to let properties for 9 months to students then relet the property for holiday lets over the summer 
period. This is now not possible through the PRT which is open-ended tenancy. 
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most common reason for these landlords’ uncertainty related to the potential for more 

legislation, in particular EPC requirements and rent regulation, but also disputes with tenants. 

“I’m just watching the horizon at the moment. I don’t know whether I can get there 

with the energy requirements, I had five “Es” [energy ratings] and I’m now down to 

one. So I’m in a situation where I might sell, certainly the one E and to do with my 

age as well but the CGT ‘might hold me in a bit longer’   

(Landlord, Portfolio, 15) 

3.10 Stayers 

Many landlords also intimated that would be staying in the sector, although some were ‘firm’ 

stayers, and others caveated their response.  

A small group of landlords (7 out of 37) intimated that they would be staying as a long-term 

landlord, some of whom also wanted to expand. This was supported by a couple of letting 

agents who considered that it was generally a stable market and that many small-scale 

landlords ‘wanted to keep their property for their pension’. One letting agent also referred to 

some recent international investment interest in a pressured city market. The landlords that 

were firmly staying in the market tended to be smaller and ranged from 1 to 10 in size (median 

5). The location of their stock was mainly city and urban areas with a mix of types of markets. 

There was a wide range of different reasons for staying and investing in the market. A few had 

had their portfolio for a long time (20 years), most without a mortgage and it still worked for 

them financially and operationally. Others bought and invested in run down properties on an 

ongoing basis and planned on adding to their small portfolio, and a few took a more altruistic 

view that they were providing a good, long-term homes.  

“Yes, I would like to keep my property.  I would like the family that are in it to see it 

as their long-time home, you know, so, no rush to get away from being a landlord”. 

(Landlord, Investment, 1)  

A further set of landlords (7) while they felt they would be staying in the market, they heavily 

caveated their response. Some indicated that the financial returns were not as great as they 

had previously been, with one stating that the rent only just covered the mortgage, another 

that they were ‘getting less out of it financially’, and one that they were in negative equity and 

so was not able to sell the property but would if they could.  

Some landlords indicated that they were consolidating - sticking with one or two properties 

and would not invest any more due to their recent challenges around disputes with tenants 

that had put them off purchasing any more properties. As discussed above, one business 

landlord who specialised in the lower end of the market stated that they would be staying in 

the market but would not be expanding due to operational challenges in the benefits system, 

specifically Universal Credit and the ‘tenant’ tax (mortgage interest tax relief) making an 

impact.   

3.11 Summary – Opinion on tenancy reform and ‘Leavers and Stayers’ 

There were positive and negative opinions about the PRT and wider reform generally. Positive 

aspects included improving tenants’ rights, a standardised lease and improving health and 

safety aspects. Negative aspects were the shorter notice period, open-ended nature of the 
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tenancy and length of time to achieve evictions relating to rent arrears. The energy efficiency 

requirements were an area of considerable concern, as was potential for rent control. There 

was a frustration around about the vilification of landlords, scale and speed of regulation, and 

on balance many saw the cumulative aspect of regulation, combined with the emergency 

legislation and further regulation imminent as too much to bear. 

Around half of the landlords interviewed suggested that the ‘balance had tipped’ for them and 

they would be leaving the sector, typically over the next 2-5 years. These landlords ranged 

from 2 to 30 in size, with a median of 6 properties. A similar proportion of landlords said they 

planned to stay in the market, although some of these caveated their response that it was less 

attractive financially as it used to be (prior to tenancy reform).  Those who wanted to stay in 

the market had a wide range of circumstances and motivations and tended to be smaller 

landlords with a median of five properties. 

Across much of the sample there was a general positive attitude towards potential tenants 

who were low income and claiming benefits. However, the benefits system often caused 

problems, and it was this that often put some landlords and lettings agents off letting to those 

on benefits due to delays in payments, errors, and difficulty in reaching DWP to resolve issues 

with UC in particular. There was some evidence of prejudice against benefit claimants, 

although only from a small minority. 
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4. Disputes and access to justice 

Introduction  

This section discusses the relations between landlord and tenants, looking at procedures for 

the resolution of disputes, examining landlord understanding of legal (and other) procedures 

and how these experiences have affected future intentions to provide private renting. 

Relationships with tenants  

Most frequently landlords spoke of having good relations with their tenants. Small landlords in 

particular spoke of knowing them well, responding quickly and helpfully and going ‘out of my 

way to make them happy’.  Critically, the importance of good communication was seen as 

essential to tenancy sustainment, and these landlords had relatively limited experience of 

conflicts:  

“I try to avoid [disputes] occurring. I normally know the people (renting), they are not 

complete strangers to me. There is still a lot of informal dialogue, a lot of 

communication”. (Landlord, Investment, 3) 

 

“if people don’t communicate, we can’t do anything to help”. (Letting agent, 150) 

Some landlords reported minimal interaction with their tenants, particularly larger landlords 

whose property was managed by a third-party letting agency. These types of landlords were 

less likely to be aware of the detailed legal requirements, and emerging policy. 

Many landlords were anxious to make a distinction between their (good) practice and that of 

other irresponsible landlords. As one small landlord suggested: ‘We are not all crooks, we do 

provide a housing service’. At the same time this respondent commented that for the private 

rented sector to work, there should be options to sell their property so they could access their 

equity. However, it was also recognised that legislation was needed to make sure landlord are 

not using false excuses to ‘get rid of a tenant’.  This landlord was exasperated by the perceived 

unfairness of current legislation: 

“What is frustrating is I am in favour of legislation to deal with bad landlords, but 

what ends up happening is that these interventions it just frustrates the honest 

landlords, and the fraudulent ones just get around it”. (Landlord, investment, 4) 

At the same time many landlords acknowledged that there was evidence of bad practice in 

the sector, and that a number were guilty of a lack of care at best, and outright victimisation at 

worst: as one medium sized landlord commented ‘there are some truly horrid landlords out 

there’. There were examples of landlords helping tenants with poor landlords and expressing 

a strong sense of social justice. One small landlord explained that he had acted as an advocate 

for a tenant who had experienced problems with her landlord, ‘I can’t stand by and watch 

tenants suffer like that’. Some landlords expressed support for legislation designed tackle poor 

landlords or as one landlord put it to “weed out arsehole landlords”.  

Some (often small, investment) landlords reported that disputes were very rare, due to their 

rigorous vetting processes. However, there was evidence of considerable resentment on the 
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part of some (again mainly small landlords) about the behaviour of some tenants. Such 

landlords expressed cynicism about the ability of their tenants to use support mechanisms as 

an excuse to behave irresponsibly. These attitudes are illustrated in the following quotes: 

“They wreck it and leave in the night…I deal with the aftermath of that”. (Landlord, 

investment, 10) 

 

“Oh I destroyed the place and left it an awful condition; but it is not my fault 

because I have mental health problems”. (Landlord, investment, 10) 

A few small landlords described their tenants in pejorative terms, accompanied by a lack of 

sympathy with any problems experienced by those experiencing financial difficulty. These 

landlords came across as less willing to be compliant with the regulations than others. For 

these kinds of landlords, the system seemed inevitably stacked against them and they felt 

frustrated about their inability to act as they saw fit. There was also a sense that the PRS was 

being to fill gaps left by government, referring to a lack of social housing, and support for those 

experiencing significant disadvantage. 

“They are being paid to sit at home doing nothing. As soon as they understand it is 

a privilege not a right, the better”. (Landlord, investment, 10) 

 

“I have to suck it up…the bad tenants hide behind a lack of enforcement”. 

(Landlord, investment, 10) 

 

“There needs to be more recognition that some tenants can be bad”. 

(Landlord, portfolio, 18) 

Some small landlords also expressed irritation with the role played by advice agencies and 

frustration with the confrontational nature of their interaction with support agencies. Hence,  

“I hate dealing with (advice organisation)…the advice they gave…was do not leave 

property, do not pay rent – sit tight and not to communicate with me. They are not 

the landlord’s friend, and I don’t think creating an adversarial situation is helpful. I 

would rather talk and come to a mutual agreement, than escalate into a full-blown 

dispute”. (Landlord, portfolio, 20) 

 

4.1 Nature of disputes  

Disputes between landlord and tenants were caused by a range of factors including non-

payment of rent, neighbour nuisance and complaints regarding maintenance of the property. 

Some problems with rent arrears were attributed to problems with benefit payment. In 

particular, the policy to move claimants to Universal Credit (a personal subsidy which 

combines six previous benefit payments) was seen as responsible for a high number of 

failures to pay rent on time. Some landlords expressed deep frustration with the bureaucracy 

of central government departments and their failure to respond to complaints. One landlord 

spoke of ‘months and hours' on the phone to relevant agencies. One small investment landlord 

commented that she would not rent to 'DSS' tenants again and because of the stress now 

intends to leave the sector and sell her properties. As discussed in previous sections, the most 

common theme here was not outright discrimination against people claiming benefits 

(although this was evident from a small number), but the frustration with the system and the 
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resultant financial and operational risk. It is also worth noting here that landlords felt generally 

unsupported, and felt there 'was no-one there to listen' to them. A few positive mentions were 

made of the role of the Scottish Association of Landlords (SAL). This support was important 

for landlords that experienced significant stress through a dispute.  

Over and above the problems of process and bureaucracy associated with the benefits 

system, the payment of Universal Credit direct to tenants was criticised by many participants. 

One small landlord expressed a reluctance to let to tenants in receipt of benefits based on 

their experience:  

“She had a family and she moved in, it was a three-bedroom property, and she was 

given Universal Credit starting in August. She didn't start paying the rent to us until 

November. She pocketed the rent for August, September, October, November. She 

pocketed four months rent”. (Landlord, investment, 6) 

 

A frequent response from landlords was that the system was unfair and that tenants had much 

greater leverage in disputes. As one commented of a tenant ‘I couldn’t fall out with him 

because he had the upper hand... he was in the flat’. As another (small landlord) expressed 

it: ‘it is too easy for cynical tenants to abuse the situation’. 

Case Study - Repairs 

One small investment landlord with one property spoke of their experience in dealing with 

water ingress in a flat. The landlord was dealing with the issue (caused by a flat two floors 

above). However, the tenants ‘constructed a whole narrative that sounds like you’re renting a 

slum’. As the landlord described ‘it was so traumatic for me…it just caused me so much stress 

and unhappiness. It was absolutely horrible. So, they started saying that the electrics weren't 

fit for purpose, that there was a problem with this and the next thing, and they just stopped 

paying the rent altogether’. The landlord went to the tribunal and incurred £12,000 costs (to 

get £12,000 back). In their words: ‘I think I behaved reasonably as a landlord. I play by all the 

rules, and I think the landlords that survive are the ones who ignore the rules and go round 

with big, burly men and knock on the door’. 

Some respondents felt that the legal framework for non-payment of rent was designed to 

maximise debt, with legal proceeding taken as a last resort, as many argued this resulted in 

no rent payment at all as soon as notice was issued. Landlords also expressed frustration that 

even if or when the FTT ruled in their favour, they was little chance of getting the rent arrears 

back.   

One suggested that ‘only lawyers gain from evictions’.  

‘You need to be in one month’s rent arrears for three months before you can serve 

notice, well, all you’re doing is allowing a tenant to accrue arrears’.  

(Letting agent, 140) 

 

Case study – Isolation and lack of support for landlords 

One medium sized landlord gave the example of a single mother, who after a year stopped 

paying rent. She owed £10,000 and caused significant damage to property (including cat urine 

on the carpet despite no pets allowed), and the landlord suspected drug abuse. The tenant 

sent aggressive emails and wouldn’t answer the door. The tenant wouldn’t talk to her, and 
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police couldn’t help as they said it was a civil matter. This tenant had also stolen furniture but 

there was no proof: ‘you can have an inventory, but it means nothing’. The landlord took the 

tenant to FTT but ‘she didn’t turn up… we were put through hell… we were asked to leave the 

room”. As the landlord suggested: ‘it was quite daunting, we felt like we were the criminals 

wanting our flat back’. Following the judgement against the tenant, the landlord expressed 

indignation that the tenant still had six weeks to leave the property after a year of no rent.  After 

the ruling, she also had to arrange bailiffs to recover possession. This landlord described a 

strong sense of isolation during the process: ‘There is no-one to help you. Somebody should 

have been there for me’. 

Disputes and opinion on the First Tier Tribunal 

4.2 Procedures for dispute resolution  

Considering the discussions overall, it was clear that the most problematic disputes for 

landlords related to non-payment of rent, exacerbated where tenants abandoned the property 

when notice was given, and/or leaving it in very poor condition. The financial loss from rent 

arrears was exacerbated by clearance, refurbishment and redecoration costs, and legal costs. 

This was coupled by the significant stress and emotional impact of a property being 'trashed' 

especially when it was the landlord's previous home. The financial losses were increased if 

formal action was required by the ‘normal’ delays of the First Tier Tribunal (FTT) and then 

exacerbated over the last two years by the extended notice periods set by the Coronavirus 

Emergency legislation. The landlords explained that for each procedural step of the FTT 

(whether or not there were delays because of the backlog of cases) there is another month of 

the rent not being paid, which are accrued on top of the extended notice periods of the PRT. 

This would be exacerbated by tenants having time to appeal. Several landlords and letting 

agents gave examples of losses of £20,000 or more over the past two years.  

“Eviction notice just before Covid, but had to wait for hearing of FTT for the panel to 

start sitting again. It takes too long, even without that. And then the tenants have 

time to appeal”. (Landlord, accidental, 1) 

 

“six months of no rent and a massive bill at the end”. (Landlord, investment, 1) 

As noted above, effective communication was seen by many landlords as key in preventing 

disputes from escalating. When a problem was identified (normally rent arrears) most 

landlords and letting agents discussed that their approach involved a gentle first email, which 

then would be repeated, accompanied by a phone call and/or text, and then face-to-face visits. 

The use of phone calls and texts were more common earlier in the process from landlords with 

direct relationships with their tenants. However, several also talked about things now moving 

to more ‘formal’ written approaches earlier in the process so that there was proof from the start 

of a dispute, including proof of pre-action requirements being followed. It was clear from many 

of the more ‘hands-on’ landlords that building trust was very important from the start. A few 

also talked about having a ‘settling in’ visit after a few months of a new tenancy, and 6-monthly 

inspections to check in with the tenants. The use of a more hands-on approach was less 

prevalent amongst letting agents. One letting agent described his experience in not being 

alerted to a tenant abandoning their tenancy – communication has been solely via email, and 

there was ultimately a ‘dissatisfactory outcome’. This respondent regretted not having a face-

to-face discussion.  
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“There is never a problem if people communicate and engage, even if there is an 

issue with rent, it’s when people stick their head in the sand when becomes a 

problem”. (Letting agent, 360) 

 

“Transparency is really important. The relationship breaks down when tenants feel 

“they are over the barrel”. Telling them that they have access to independent help 

(i.e. ombudsman, FTT) really helps to build trust.”  (Letting agent, 1600) 

Awareness of pre-action requirements was low amongst most landlords, and high from letting 

agents. However, when this discussed through, many landlords said that they provided advice, 

support and payment options in any case. Some who were aware of the new responsibilities 

saw these as sensible in principle, but others criticised the requirements for adding 

bureaucratic demands, and others were less sympathetic.  

“If you are a good landlord you would have been doing these sort of things 

anyway”. (letting agent, 400) 

 

“It is just another form filling exercise, more legislation to get to the same end result 

– and it just ends up prolonging the issue for the tenant and landlord” (letting agent, 

400). 

 

“Ridiculous. Where does personal responsibility come into this? These people are 

adults. You need to learn responsibility as a tenant”. (Landlord, investment, 6) 

Small landlords in particular expressed a preference for taking advantage of informal routes 

to dispute resolution, which was considered more straight forward, and easier. Whilst many 

agreed with the principle of informal dispute resolution, when discussing the formal route of 

the First Tier Tribunal (FTT) some landlords expressed a high degree of scepticism about the 

usefulness of it. Although comments were highly critical (mostly from small landlords), it was 

noticeable that few had direct experience of it. However, some had had advice from landlord 

colleagues in their network, with some sharing experience of using professional debt collectors 

rather than taking the Tribunal route. 

“FTT is a problem. It is massively under resourced and therefore doesn’t work. It 

only deals with extreme circumstances e.g. arrears. It isn’t available in the way it 

was designed to be for all housing matters e.g. when a landlord is taking too long 

with repairs. Increasing the bandwidth of the FTT would make a big difference to 

tenants, to empower them. This is not a legislative issue, it is a resource 

issue”.  (Landlord, business, 18) 

 

 

Case study – First Tier Tribunal (FTT) process 

One letting agent with 500 properties provided the example of a property which was let to a 

tenant who then rented out rooms on Airbnb. The letting temporarily stopped when they were 

warned to stop, but started again one month later. When Coronavirus hit the tenant couldn’t 

pay his rent, because he wasn’t getting the income from Airbnb. This was a high value property 

and amounted to £30,000 in lost rent for the landlord by the end of FTT proceedings. The 

interviewee felt that FTT was unnecessarily slow – had to go back for a separate hearing on 

application to retrieve unpaid rent, and another hearing for actual eviction. ‘When you go to 

the FTT you expect that the adjudicators will be sitting in the middle, weighing the case 50/50. 
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But when you are there, you realise that it doesn’t feel like that. It feels like the FTT is sitting 

on the tenant’s side and the landlord is sitting on the other’. 

Many smaller accidental and investment landlords expressed concern about the onerous 

nature of the tribunal process and the burden of proof making successful action very difficult. 

A range of responses from those with experience suggested it was formal, lengthy, slow and 

inaccessible (including the language used by the officials). Many spoke of the under-

resourcing of the Tribunal which some argued put tenants and landlords off, and overall did 

not serve the aims of enabling better access to justice. One landlord characterised the process 

more cynically as ‘deliberately slow as possible’ and designed to ‘avoid the cost of assessing 

and rehousing homeless people’. The length of time in hearing cases was a particular problem 

for small landlords, lacking resources and facing considerable constraints. For example: 

“On average it takes me one entire day to get my evidence together, everything has 

to be completely water-tight – it is an arduous process, time is money, if I spend my 

entire day doing that”.  (Landlord, investment 10) 

 

Case study – False information 

One business landlord (30 properties) described a case where tenants had arrived with good 

references, stating that they were employed and known in the community. However, at least 

one reference later transpired to have been bogus.  From the start tenants were not paying 

rent in full or on time. ‘It was a catalogue of lies’. The property became damaged and the 

landlord felt that there was no choice but to move to an eviction notice, but due to Covid-19 

legislation this was not served, giving them ‘6 months sitting pretty’. The FTT process was 

seen as very slow with a high backlog of cases, some for over 12 months. They employed a 

private debt collection company to pursue arrears ‘but with little chance of getting funds back’.  

This case study also raises the problem of false information and identity fraud which was 

raised as an increasing problem by a few letting agents which they thought should be 

legislated against. 

For the small number of landlords and agents that mentioned repairing standard cases going 

through the Tribunal, these were seen as especially problematic. One letting agent gave an 

example where the original issue had been rectified, but the tenant added further (genuine) 

complaints and the reassessment case took eighteen months to be resolved. 

In marked contrast, a few landlords and several letting agents who had direct experience of 

the Tribunal, provided positive feedback. While there were frustrations with delays, most 

stated that once they got to the FTT, the vast majority of cases were dealt with fairly, and some 

pointed to the procedural rigor. This sometimes resulted in rejected applications initially which 

then had to be resubmitted, but it meant most applications were then successful. The 

difference between the positive and negative experiences of the Tribunal appeared to be down 

to the level of experience of the process (with letting agents having taken many cases, but 

small landlords taken very few).  

“I have had a very positive experience of FTT, I found it an easy and fair 

process…despite frustration over delays. It was no more taxing than the previous 

system”.  (Letting agent, 1600) 
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“I think it's very good. Having previously been up in front of sheriffs who had very 

little understanding of tenancy law, it was really a hit or miss on what happened 

when you went to get an eviction”. (Letting agent, 1600) 

Some small landlords stated that lettings agents were skilled at managing problems and 

resolving conflicts, and acted as a valuable sounding board. 

“When things got difficult, I got a letting agent to take over the management to keep 

myself right. The letting agent was very helpful. I went to a few different letting 

agents but because [the tenant] was in arrears not many of the letting agents 

wanted to take it on, but then found one. They were very helpful and took over the 

communication. Kept me right on what further steps were needed. They took over 

all the inspections and communication”. (Landlord, investment, 1) 

 

“a sounding board…someone to winge at…so I didn’t feel so helpless”. (Landlord, 

investment, 1) 

 

Case Study – Lack of engagement 

One small landlord provided an account of how the pandemic exacerbated problems with a 

tenant who had previously been on good terms. The landlord explained the situation below: 

‘I encouraged him to get advice – I sent him links to the CAB, details of government help, 

including help with rents but he didn’t engage at all. I asked various people for advice about 

Universal Credit rent payments but he didn’t take any of the advice. There was no formal 

payment plan because he didn’t engage. He said he lost his job and it was not his fault and 

he blamed Coronavirus. But I was trying to help him – I was on the phone once a week, I was 

trying to encourage him as the arrears were piling up.  By then it was very difficult to 

communicate with him, so I had to get some help and got the letting agent. I don’t know what 

I would have done without them. They tried to get engagement but they also had difficulties. 

They took all the necessary steps, they tried to engage with him anyway they could. He made 

promises but he never kept them. They took steps for eviction with the lawyer. There will also 

be procedures to try and get the money back – I understand a charge on his account so can 

get money back in future.  He was really got into a state of ‘being in arrears’. He didn’t really 

try there was so much help on offer, but he didn’t do anything. When the Sherriff Officers came 

to evict him it transpired he had a sub-tenant in one of the bedrooms which I knew nothing 

about and he (the sub-tenant) had no idea what was going on and was evicted too. My lost 

rent and costs were over £20,000 and I don’t know if I’ll get any of it back.” 

Another letting agent spoke about the Tribunal moving to virtual hearings over the pandemic 

which they found to be more efficient, and hoped this would be continued. It was also 

considered that this could encourage more engagement from tenants in the formal process.  

4.3 Summary – Disputes and access to justice 

A diverse experience of disputes was reflected in the responses of private landlords, although 

with a focus on non-payment of rent. Most respondents argued strongly for the need to 

address ‘rogue’ landlords operating in the sector and questioned the effectiveness of 

regulation and that enforcement and interventions only seemed to be reaching compliant, 

registered landlords. Good communication was seen as essential to tenancy sustainment, and 

avoiding conflicts, with most small landlords preferring informal routes to resolutions. Taking 

the formal route of the Tribunal was seen by many as time consuming, slow and inaccessible 
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although in contrast letting agents with more experience of the process felt cases were dealt 

with fairly and with rigour, although also highlighting the delays.  
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5. The impact of the pandemic on landlords 

Introduction  

The pandemic was described by one letting agent as ‘a game of two halves. ‘Either it’s affected 

you not at all, or massively’ (Letting agent, 150). The following discusses the impact of the 

pandemic on landlords, as well as how landlords and letting agents understand how Covid-19 

has affected their tenants. A short discussion of the experience of accessing official support 

is also provided.  

Landlord and letting agent experience of the pandemic  

5.1 Financial impact of the pandemic 

Around half of landlords interviewed stated that they were not impacted at all by the pandemic 

and commented that the impact of the pandemic had been minimal. Some mentioned initial 

panic which quickly dissipated, and large letting agents mentioned some of the benefits and 

savings through reduced travel costs: one remarked ‘Zoom is here to stay’. One large letting 

agent mentioned high levels of staff turnover but felt that this had ‘refreshed’ the organisation. 

Those that had more of a focus on tenants claiming benefits said there was little impact: 

“Covid has not affected me greatly – most of my tenants are on benefits and do not 

work anyway”.  (Landlord, investment, 10) 

Around half of respondents reported that they had experienced financial difficulties as a result 

of tenants being unable (or sometimes unwilling) to pay rent as their incomes reduced 

dramatically and landlords and letting agents spent considerable resources trying to support 

tenants at a time of great stress. Some landlords’ agents spoke of landlords accruing 

significant levels of personal debt due to rent arrears. One letting agent commented that 

tenants:  

“Had heard that ‘landlords were taking a mortgage holiday so I don’t have to pay 

my rent’ this was coming out of the Government, and some tenants took full 

advantage of it. But they didn’t understand that most landlords did not take a 

mortgage holiday, and even if they had a break, they still have to pay it later”. 

(Letting agent, 360) 

Some landlords had been directly and adversely affected by the pandemic. As one letting 

agent commented: 

“A lot of landlords themselves were also furloughed. There was anxiety for 

landlords returning from overseas and not able to get back into their properties. A 

lot of landlords ended up renting themselves.” (Letting agent, 1500) 

A few respondents stressed how they relied on rent to cover shortfalls in income elsewhere, 

particularly for investment landlords supplementing limited (or non-existent) pensions: ‘The 

loss of income was difficult as I rely on rental for pension income’ (Investment landlord, 12). 

Additionally, there were specific problems for some landlords who provided student 

accommodation. For example: 
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“What’s happened is in Scotland, the legislation was changed so that tenants 

needed to just give one month’s notice and they could quit the property, now with 

nearly every one of my tenants who is employed that’s not been an issue and I’ve 

had very few people have actually left. But with COVID over the last year, a lot of 

students, because they weren’t able to do face to face lectures, they decided quite 

sensibly to say, well, we’re going home. So, we had an awful lot of students that left 

and say, we’ve got about 50 students in our properties, so maybe 25 left and they 

get one month’s notice and it’s very, very difficult even in a normal year.” (Portfolio 

landlord, 25) 

 

“When Covid hit in March 2020 all the students went home. All properties void for 3 

or 4 months, but then by July they started to come back. To get them back/ to keep 

their tenancy they were offered a month’s rent holiday at Christmas and reduced 

rent for a few months.” (Investment landlord, 20) 

However, at the same time some landlords expressed considerable understanding with the 

difficulties experienced by their tenants, being sympathetic to those who lacked support, lived 

at a distance from family and/or found the experience of the pandemic overwhelming. Those 

expressing empathy tended to be smaller landlords managing properties directly. As one 

landlord stated:  

“We’ll work our way through it, they are good tenants at the end of it”. 

(Landlord, portfolio, 20) 

 

Case Study – Arrears and repossession 

In one arrears/ repossession case a tenant had applied for homelessness assistance, but the 

council wouldn’t help him until he had an eviction notice. The letting agency (1,600 properties) 

eventually served notice because the tenant wasn’t paying rent, took the case to the FTT but 

there was a minor error with the notice, so that delayed things. It was a small technicality, and 

all parties were in agreement to proceed with the case. However, the case ‘rumbled on’ for 9 

– 12 months. At least 50% of that length was to do with Covid delays at FTT. ‘The snail’s pace 

racked up the bill’, until in the end the landlord was £26,000 out of pocket, with very little hope 

of getting the money back, and the tenant now had this level of debt hanging over him. 

Many letting agents reported that the impact of the pandemic had been damaging for their 

businesses. Some stated that they had staff shortages, that landlords were taking their 

properties back, while others reflected on how everything was more complex and took longer. 

“basically you were losing money because landlords were taking properties back - 

so for a letting agent to lose twenty properties in one go that was a huge 

amount….. everything took even longer. It is not a good outcome for landlord or 

tenant”.  (Letting agent, 400) 

Strikingly, a few landlords stressed the social responsibility of landlords during the pandemic 

as illustrated in the following statement from an investment landlord: 

“Someone’s financial investment shouldn’t take precedence over someone having a 

home – I think if you are going to rent a property out, its different than having 

shares in a company or some other investment. Westminster should do more and 

take note of the approach here in Scotland, the balance should be in favour of the 
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tenant, not the landlord. Tenants need protections and should have more 

protections than landlords. We need regulation to force people to do it, to provide 

good quality homes”. (Landlord, accidental, 2) 

 

5.2 Opinion of emergency legislation 

The extended notice period caused considerable frustration for most landlords - many felt the 

balance of rights between landlord and tenant had gone too far and was exacerbated by the 

emergency legislation. This was illustrated by a number of landlords experiencing 12 to 24 

months’ rent arrears. One landlord suspected that the temporary legislation was because local 

authorities didn’t want to have the responsibility for people being made homeless and tried to 

keep tenants in the PRS for as long as possible.  A few other letting agents and landlords 

expressed irritation with the way in which a small number of tenants took advantage of the 

pandemic, as illustrated by the following quotes: 

“Some people will use any situation to their advantage…and because of Scottish 

legislation, they have the law on their side”.  (Letting agent, 140 ) 

 

“one tenant emailed ten minutes after Boris Johnson made the announcement 

about rent holidays, saying that she “couldn’t pay” (Landlord, investment, 4) 

Some landlords expressed understanding of the need for measures to support tenants but felt 

that their concerns were not understood by government. One investment landlord with 20 

properties spoke of tenants with their ‘head stuck in the sand’ in relation to rent arrears, and 

was faced with dismissive responses from tenants in arrears, such as ‘you’ll get your money 

eventually’.  

“We don’t want homeless people, but my business was going down the tube”. 

(Letting agent, 140) 

Whilst many respondents acknowledged that there was a need to protect tenants during an 

exceptional set of circumstances; ‘tenants needed protection at an uncertain time’ (letting 

agent, 750), there was a measure of concern about the impact of emergency legislation which 

they felt put them at a significant disadvantage, given their own precarious financial 

circumstances in the case of some landlords. Specific concerns were raised about the impact 

of extending discretionary grounds for possession, the loss of fixed term tenancies and a 

reduction in notice periods. The loss of mandatory grounds for possession was highlighted as 

a problem on the basis that:  

“It leaves the landlord in limbo for longer – if a landlord is moving back into their 

property, it should really be a cut and dried case rather than discretionary” (Letting 

agent, 500).  

A few respondents made the point that government measures penalised landlords who have 

also experienced very difficult circumstances: 

“Most landlords are not sitting on thrones made of cash or large property empires. 

Most landlords have one or maybe two properties and are probably financially 

dependent on that…we had one landlord who required the money to help cover 

care for his parents.” (Letting agent, 1600) 
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Case Study – Discretionary grounds 

One respondent landlord with one property co-owned the flat with her son – it was rented out, 

but the son wished to return to live in the property during the pandemic from elsewhere in the 

UK. If possession had been mandatory the landlord believed the process would have been 

straightforward. However, as grounds were changed to discretionary, the tenant remained in 

the property until the point of eviction. The extended notice period caused significant delays 

and difficulty for the son. The FTT process was described as ‘lengthy as hell’. As the landlord 

commented ‘it is costly, unjust and unfair that a tenant can manipulate the process to his own 

advantage’. The landlord had to pay £800 in legal fees, and the landlord felt that the tenant 

would have received financial help and represented himself in court. 

The extension in notice periods was also identified by some as a specific problem. ‘It is 

discouraging landlords from entering the market as there is a perception that you can’t get rid 

of people now’ (Letting agent, 500). As this letting agent explained:  

“One case started just as Covid began and it was 14 months before the tenant 

moved out…There were other factors that delayed the exit but the temporary 

legislation definitely prolonged it. During this period there was no rent for the 

landlord and no hope of recovering it”.  (Letting agent, 500) 

There was a strong consensus against the extension of emergency measures. Most 

respondents were unsupportive of the prospect that emergency protection would extend past 

March 2002, or become permanent. Some respondents suggested that such an extension 

might lead at best to landlords becoming more discerning about eligibility, or at worst exiting 

the sector illustrated by one letting agent:  

“It is all one sided and many landlords will leave or have stricter rules/credit checks 

for taking on tenants …… landlords accepted the changes during the period as a 

response to a temporary, unusual situation. Making them permanent would be a 

step too far. I don’t understand why they would be extended and am not aware of 

tenants’ rights groups pushing for this. I think that it wouldn’t be evidence based 

and would be politically motivated’. (Letting agent, 360). 

Another letting agent questioned ‘how far does the pendulum have to swing in the tenants’ 

direction?’ In contrast, one (accidental) landlord expressed support for the continuation of 

emergency measures: ‘I am quite happy for those things to be a permanent thing. It goes with 

being in a relationship. You need to be reasonable and fair. However, this was an exceptional 

response (who was also impacted by the pandemic) which was not replicated by other 

respondents. 

As discussed in a previous chapter, some landlords involved in the student market described 

high levels of turnover in their properties. One (portfolio landlord with 15 properties) spoke of 

a ‘mass exodus between March and April 2020’, and some mentioned many student tenants 

choosing to leave their property as soon as possible following lockdown. Many of the landlords 

and letting agents in this market spoke about the disadvantages that the PRT brought in this 

regard, specifically the one month notice and no fixed term. 

“During the first lockdown a lot of student HMO properties were sold after the 

students left. HMOs are often expensive to administer, and because of the loss of 

fixed term there is no guaranteed income. There is now a shortage of HMOs and 
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therefore high demand. Rents are, therefore, indirectly being pushed up by the 

PRT.” (Letting agent, 500) 

5.3 Other pandemic impacts 

One area which was significantly affected by the pandemic was the process for emergency 

rehousing – for example in cases where a boiler broke or there was a flood. One letting agent 

commented that normally a family was rehomed in four hours – for example into Airbnb or 

B&B accommodation. However, this was much more difficult through the early part of the 

pandemic: 

“Three families were in expensive hotels as everything else was all booked up. The 

landlord pays for the emergency rehoming costs, including any additional travel of 

tenants. Most landlords would claim this on insurance, but at the moment insurance 

companies are being more cautious”. (Letting agent, 150) 

A further challenge was being unable to undertake repairs or refurbishment due to restrictions, 

lack of maintenance staff/contractors and inability to gain access into tenants' homes (due to 

fears of infection from tenants) which meant that some tenants had to live in poorer conditions 

as a result. One large rural landlord spoke of being unable to undertake repairs ‘beyond 

emergency fixes’ with additional challenges caused by furloughing of maintenance staff. One 

letting agent mentioned having no choice but to ‘break the law’ [in relation to social 

distancing/self-isolation] in order to undertake safety inspections within properties. Other small 

landlords mentioned these problems with maintenance affected their ability to relet properties.  

Case study – Repairs 

One investment landlord (6 properties) explained how maintenance was a particular difficulty, 

owing to the pandemic: ‘During lockdown, you couldn't get anybody to do the repairs to get it 

turned over, couldn't find anybody who'd go out to the refurbishments, so you ’re stuck there 

with an empty flat and you end up having to apply for exemptions for empty properties. Even 

when the restrictions lift it’s difficult to get anybody because everybody's been hard pressed 

to catch up with the work they haven't done. It's very difficult to find people who can get out to 

do stuff.  Then lockdown was over, but there were still restrictions, so you really have to hunt 

around for somebody who could do work. Then we had to find a letting agent, somebody 

competent to take it over because it was just too much for us’.   

Some larger landlords and letting agents also reported that the lockdown had resulted in 

increased levels of anti-social behaviour; one letting agent (140 properties) explained that 

‘people were bored…loud music, parties in gardens…’.  

5.4 Impact of the pandemic on tenants - from the landlord perspective  

Many landlords acknowledged the economic consequences for their tenants, including a loss 

of income, ending of employment as well as impacts on stress and mental health. Many 

landlords and some letting agents expressed a strong sense of responsibility, directing tenants 

to appropriate support services and signposting resources provided by the Scottish 

Government. Many landlords stated that they offered rental holidays, discounts, delayed 

payments, payments spread over longer terms and in some cases releasing tenants from 

contracts quickly where the tenant wanted this. These were strategies used by small and large 

landlords and letting agents alike, and many letting agents commented that they were 

surprised at the large proportion of landlords that proactively helped tenants during this time.  
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The following examples illustrate how some landlords took on responsibility for caring for 

tenants including older people, and those that had lost their job or who were furloughed.  

“[We were] contacting more vulnerable tenants (elderly, ill) on a weekly basis and 

worked with other local organisations such as the church and village shop to make 

sure that they were looked after”. (Landlord, business, 100+) 

 

“We offered furloughed tenants a 20% reduction for 3 months then review. We 

would continue if needed, but if income went back up then back to full rent at that 

point. We reduced the rent to see everyone through it, who needed it. But some 

people didn’t want to pay any rent but before you know it you’re up to £2,000 in 

arrears and it’s out of control and they freak out. You have to keep on top of 

it.” (Landlord, business, 150) 

 

“she couldn’t pay the rent so I let her stay for six months (rent free), didn’t cancel 

the tenancy…she is still a tenant, went straight back to paying rent now she is 

working again”. (Landlord, investment, 4) 

Some landlords acknowledged how some tenants were disproportionately affected by the 

pandemic. As one large landlord explained:  

“The self-employed tenants were impacted the most and I told them to pay 

whatever they could, not to worry if they could not pay all the rent - they could make 

a payment plan. We did lose a few that went back to their own countries – they 

chose to leave at lockdown”. (Landlord, business, 150) 

Those tenants most affected tended to be employed in the service sector – and more 

specifically retail and hospitality industries. As one letting agent commented: 

“We have one chap works in the hospitality industry - he was absolutely struggling 

to get any support. We put him towards the hardship loan. He couldn't get 

anything…he was on a decent salary and he was staying in a decent flat, but the 

rent was north of £1000 and he couldn't afford it, and he couldn't move out. He had 

nowhere to go. He had no parents to fall back on, no relation or anybody could just 

move in with. Eventually the landlord said to him that if he could recover the 

property by a specific date, he would not pursue for the arrears.  That was an 

agreement reached with all parties, it was nearly £7000 written off by the landlord.” 

(Letting agent, 1600) 

The scale of the problems faced by tenants in insecure employment meant that some 

landlords became reluctant to let property to such groups in the future. As one letting agent 

explained: ‘I have noticed that since the start of the pandemic, landlords are now likely to look 

at the sector of work that people are in - e.g. hospitality or retail they will be less likely to rent 

to’ (letting agent, 750) – suggesting that the pandemic might have long lasting consequences 

for intensified vetting processes in the sector.  

Working at home presented specific challenges for tenants often linked to their use of 

technology. This was a specific issue for those living in rural areas where broadband was said 

to be a challenge. One large rural business landlord (100+) acted as an advocate for improved 

access to 4G technology and even assisted in erecting a mast to achieve this. 
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Government support arrangements  

Many smaller landlords lacked knowledge of temporary measures taken during the pandemic. 

In particular, most small landlords were unaware of support measures instituted by the 

Scottish Government to support landlords; one small landlord stated that they would not have 

taken advantage in any case. Others dismissed the support offered in the form of loans.  

“There’s other people who need that assistance, not me”. (landlord, Investment, 2) 

“No one wants to borrow money unless they have to”. (Letting agent, 140) 

“[The Scottish Government] help isn’t really beneficial. The mortgage holiday extended 

mortgages and interest payments. Loans just add to debt”. (Letting agent, 140) 

Many larger landlords tended to believe that the support system during the pandemic was 

unfairly biased against them, stating that ‘We get no help at all’, while others considered this 

lack of support was all part of the anti-landlord rhetoric from Scottish Government (as 

discussed in more depth above).  

“There is a misconception about landlords – they are seen as unscrupulous, all 

driving around in big cars. The majority are not. Just trying to do our best and get 

some income and a pension”. (Landlord, accidental, 2) 

At the same time Government support for tenants was criticised – for example:  

“We assisted three tenants through the tenant hardship loan whereby we worked 

with the tenant to help them complete the application. I think it was worrying that 

the government suggested that there was help out there for tenants. I know of two 

tenants who were rejected - one because they have poor credit history.” (Letting 

agent, 600) 

 

5.5 Summary – The impact of the pandemic on landlords 

In summary, around half of participants reported not being impacted financially by the 

pandemic at all – either due to operating at a smaller scale, or having stable tenants who were 

not affected by the pandemic. The other half were, and the interviewees more likely to report 

being impacted included letting agents and larger investment/portfolio landlords, those 

operating in rural areas, and those working in the student market. Renting to households on 

benefits did not seem to have a bearing on being impacted by the pandemic one way or the 

other. Interestingly, many were in favour of the emergency measures in principle – as long as 

the interventions remained temporary and proportionate. Whilst one respondent was in favour 

of the measures becoming permanent, with the exception of pre-action requirements, the 

overwhelming majority of respondents commented that the emergency measures tipped the 

balance towards tenants to the detriment of landlord interests.  
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6. Summary and conclusion 

Tenancy Reform 

At Wave 1 (2019/20), it was estimated that broadly the split of PRT compared to SAT was 

around 50/50. While this Wave 2 work is qualitative, it seems from the interviews that most 

landlords are now letting properties through PRT (from two thirds and above as estimated by 

interviewees). Like Wave 1, there continued to be mixed opinions about the PRT. On balance, 

most landlords and letting agents were positive identifying increased rights for tenants, the 

standardised lease and its easy electronic format. Other positive aspects of wider tenancy 

reform over time were seen as the increased health and safety regulations. Negative aspects 

of the PRT were the shorter 28-day notice period and open-ended tenancy (as identified in 

Wave 1), and in particular the combination of these. This was more problematic in student and 

rural markets where seasonality was a key factor, and the PRT and wider regulation was 

considered a contributary factor in the increase in short-term lets in certain areas. There was 

considerable frustration around the lengthy period for evictions (exacerbated by the 

Coronavirus Emergency legislation). In terms of wider regulation, there were significant 

concerns for some of the energy efficiency standards and the ability for landlords to feasibly 

meet the 2022 Level E, then 2025 Level C requirements. A smaller number of landlords were 

concerned about the (now complete) withdrawal of mortgage income tax relief (MITR) and the 

impact this had on increasing rents.  

In terms of potential further legislation, not everyone had a view. Of those that did, most were 

concerned about the potential for rent control, and several supported the need for stronger 

enforcement so that the unscrupulous landlords were dealt with. But there was a common 

negative view about the scale and speed of regulation and the ‘constant tinkering with 

legislation’, and frustration that no matter how much legislation was put in place ‘the rogues 

will just keep on being rogues’. Even though there was a mix of positive and negative opinion, 

many felt the ‘pendulum’ of the balance of rights had swung too far towards tenants’ rights, 

some saw the cumulative impact and risk of tenancy reform over time, combined with the 

emergency legislation and further regulation imminent as too much to bear. There was also a 

strong sense of vilification of landlords from government and the press, with a common view 

that the Scottish Government undervalued the PRS and the role it played in the overall housing 

system. This pointed the discussion to the ‘leavers and stayers’. 

Leavers and Stayers  

In Wave 1, the landlords’ and letting agents’ opinions about the future of the PRS appeared 

to be broadly equally positive and negative, and just under a quarter said they were 

considering leaving the market due to the changes in the MITR tax regime and the weight of 

regulation. One of the hypotheses being tested in this Wave is that landlords with less that 5 

properties in their portfolio are most likely negatively impacted by PRS reform, and more likely 

to leave the sector. But at the same this smaller ‘cottage industry’ landlord is more likely to 

provide a better service than other larger landlords/letting agents. 

In this qualitative wave of research around half of participants suggested that the ‘balance had 

tipped’ for them and would be leaving the sector, although not immediately and typically over 

the next 2-5 years. These landlords ranged from 2 to 30 in size, with a median of 6 properties, 

therefore potentially slightly larger portfolio than the hypothesis proposed. They were mainly 
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‘investment’ landlords but also included a few portfolio and business landlords with larger stock 

of 12-30. Some letting agents also stated that they saw an increase in the number of landlords 

that were leaving the market (again across different types of areas and markets), although 

some other letting agents disagreed suggesting landlords were not necessarily leaving at an 

increased rate, but more importantly that new, particularly accidental landlords were not 

coming onto the market, suggesting individuals are selling into the ownership market.  

The main reasons for leaving the market was mainly due to the weight of regulation exposing 

landlords to what they considered as unacceptable levels of risk, compared to other 

investment options. Most of these landlords also had recent, and very difficult experiences of 

disputes with tenants, particularly relating to rent arrears, some exacerbated by the pandemic 

regulations. This was closely related to assessment of financial risk, including changes in the 

tax regime, and potential expenditure related to energy efficiency. At the same time Capital 

Tax Gains was ‘locking landlords in’. Several landlords stated that they would prefer to sell 

their properties quicker, but that CGT meant they would phase sales gradually – some said 

they would prefer to wait until their tenants moved, rather than giving notice and a few said 

they would sell with sitting tenants. It was noted by a few landlords that the energy efficiency 

requirements for hard-to-treat properties meant that these properties may not sell on to other 

landlords, but likely would move into the ownership market. 

A similar proportion of landlords said they planned to stay in the market, although some of 

these caveated their response that it was less attractive financially than it used to be.  Those 

that wanted to stay in the market had a wide range of circumstances and motivations and 

tended to be smaller landlords with a median of five properties. 

In relation to whether these are the landlords that are leaving the market and are also 

potentially providing a better service to tenants than larger landlords or letting agent, there are 

some indications of this from the interviews with landlords – particularly in relation to 

responsiveness and communication (discussed below). This hypothesis is explored further in 

the tenants’ qualitative research and evidence is brought together in the Wave 2 Final Report.  

Disputes and access to justice 

Through Wave 1, the importance of maintaining positive, trusting relationships with the 

landlord was a strong theme from tenants, and appeared to be a key driver in there being little 

appetite from many tenants for lodging formal legal complaints. There were clear signs that 

landlords who were proactive and nurtured good, close tenant/landlord relationships reaped 

rewards for both the tenant and landlord. At the same time there appeared to be asymmetry 

of access to justice through the Tribunal between tenants and landlords.       

This Wave 2 tested whether service provision, security of tenure and dispute resolution was 

considered more favourable from landlords with small (less than 5) portfolios. This qualitative 

evidence showed that most landlords spoke of having good relations with their tenants, and 

small landlords in particular spoke of knowing them well, responding quickly and helpfully and 

going ‘out of my way to make them happy’. Good communication was seen as essential, and 

overwhelmingly participants wanted to avoid formal dispute and did a range of things to 

support and sustain tenancies, and to avoid conflicts. While many considered in-person 

communication was important, it was also noted that formal written communication is 

important to evidence efforts made, including information and advice provided to tenants, 
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although landlords had low awareness of formal pre-action requirements. Small landlords 

expressed a preference for informal routes to dispute resolution. Some also expressed 

concern about dealing with advice agencies, and the onerous nature of the Tribunal process 

– some with no experience of it, and others with experience saying it was formal, lengthy, slow 

and inaccessible. Taken together this may suggest smaller landlords’ desire to avoid formal 

justice systems (and third-party involvement). In contrast, letting agents often provided 

positive feedback about the FTT; while there were frustrations with delays, most stated that 

once they got to the FTT, most cases were dealt with fairly, and with procedural rigour. It was 

notable that apparently compliant landlords acknowledged that there was evidence of bad 

practice in the sector, and that a number were guilty of a lack of care at best, and outright 

victimisation at worst. As discussed above, they believed that more enforcement was required 

to tackle the problem. There was a strong sense that local authorities should be supported 

more to take enforcement action against rogue landlords and that further legislative change 

would not actually get to the problem – rather it would de-incentivise compliant landlords with 

additional interventions. 

Disputes between landlord and tenants were caused by a range of factors including non-

payment of rent, neighbour nuisance and complaints regarding maintenance of the property. 

Disputes around non-payment of rent were particularly difficult with considerable financial 

impact on landlords. Some respondents felt that the legal framework for non-payment of rent 

was designed to maximise debt, with legal proceeding taken as a last resort, as many argued 

this resulted in no rent payment at all as soon as notice was issued. A frequent response from 

landlords was that the system was unfair and that tenants had much greater leverage in 

disputes. Financial losses from rent arrears were increased by cost of clearance, redecoration, 

and legal costs. 

The impact of the pandemic on landlords 

The pandemic was described by one letting agent as ‘a game of two halves. Either it’s affected 

you not at all, or massively’. The interviewees more likely to report being impacted by the 

pandemic included letting agents and larger investment/portfolio landlords, those operating in 

rural areas, and those working in the student market. Renting to households on benefits did 

not seem to have such an impact compared to tenants whose financial circumstances 

changed dramatically. The following summary and conclusions focus on the research 

questions posed for the landlord aspects of the pandemic impacts. 

In relation to pre-action requirements, as noted above, awareness of pre-action requirements 

was low amongst most landlords, and high from letting agents. However, when this was 

discussed through, many landlords said that they provided advice, support and payment 

options in any case before the pandemic. Some who were aware of the new responsibilities 

saw these as sensible in principle, but others criticised the requirements for adding 

bureaucratic demands, and others were less sympathetic. Many landlords expressed 

understanding of the difficulties for tenants and provided examples of support, signposting, 

rental holiday, discounts or delayed payment. There were also examples of social and 

employment support, including assistance with broadband. 

In relation to the extending an eviction notice period during the pandemic, for those landlords 

whose tenants were affected financially, many experienced considerable personal financial 

impacts caused by loss of rent. The extended notice period caused considerable frustration - 
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many felt the balance of rights between landlord and tenant had gone too far in tenants’ favour 

and was exacerbated by the emergency legislation. Numerous examples of non-payment of 

rent from 12 to 24 months were provided and up to £20,000 losses with little prospect of 

recovering the debt. While the extended notice period was bad for landlords, they also 

believed it was bad for tenants living in a property they couldn’t afford, racking up considerable 

debt levels with no prospect of being able to repay it. There was a strong consensus against 

the extension of emergency measures, including the mandatory grounds that had been made 

discretionary through the emergency legislation. It was concluded that extension might lead 

to landlords at best becoming more discerning about the eligibility of tenants, or at worst exiting 

the sector. 

There was criticism of the governments loan support for tenants with the criteria seen as too 

strict, and a loan being inappropriate in any case for those in financial hardship. Likewise, 

there was similar criticism for the loan scheme as landlords didn’t want to add to their personal 

debt. Despite these negative aspects, there were many in favour of the emergency legislation 

in principle – as long as the interventions remained temporary. No respondent was in favour 

of the measures becoming permanent (with the exception of pre-action requirements), 

including the discretionary grounds, with some respondents already feeling that the 

emergency measures tipped the balance towards tenants to the detriment of landlord 

interests.  

Various evidence has provided in relation to the hypotheses and research questions, and 

these are brought together with secondary data, tenants qualitative data and stakeholder 

opinion in the Wave 2 Final Report. 
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 Appendices  

Sampling framework 

• Type of market – 8 rural, 40 city/urban, and even spread between pressure, unpressured 

and mixed markets. 

• LA grouping – achieving a good spread. The type of market and rural/urban is of greater 

priority than achieving interviews in every LA grouping. 

• Type of landlord – 4 accidental, 14 investment, 14 portfolio, 3 business. Coding/analysis 

also categorises by size of portfolio.  

• Type of letting agent – e.g. national branded chain; regional/local franchise; regional/local 

agent. 

• Segmentation by tenants’ income, ensuring we reached some landlords/agents letting to 

low income tenants (demonstrated by letting to those claiming Housing Benefit/Universal 

Credit) – 15 

Sample achieved 

 Sample target Sample achieved 

Landlord 35 37 

Letting agent 13 11 

Urban* 19 24 

City* 21 29 

Rural* 8 15 

Pressured market* 16 19 

Unpressured* 16 10 

Mixed* 16 19 

Accidental landlord 4 4 

Investment landlord 14 20 

Portfolio landlord 14 9 

Business landlord 3 4 

*The total of landlords and letting agents is greater than the total sample as many worked in 

more than one type of market  
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Topic guide 

Unprompted version 

Rent Better 

How is private renting changing in Scotland, and Understanding the impact of the 

Scottish Private Tenancy Regime and Covid-19 

Qualitative depth interviews topic guide – Landlords 

The Nationwide Foundation, which is a charitable foundation, has commissioned Indigo House 

to undertake research with tenants and landlords / letting agents to understand the impact of 

changes in the tenancy regime in the private rented sector, to identify any further changes that 

may be needed, and to share lessons learned for the benefit of private tenants from across 

Scotland and the UK. The Foundation wants to understand the impact of changes on security 

of tenure; access to justice; affordability; landlord and tenant conduct. We are also exploring 

the impact of the pandemic on tenants and landlords. The focus of the research is on the 

impacts of these changes on tenants on a low income and/or in housing need. To find out 

more go to RentBetter. 

This interview will involve a discussion for about 45 minutes, talking through your experiences 

as a landlord or letting agent. Are you still ok to proceed?  Would another time suit better? 

Data protection  

I first need to talk through some information about data protection. 

The interview is anonymous. Any information you provide will be stored on the Indigo House 

secure server so that no one outside of the research team can access your data. All contact 

details will be destroyed at the end of the research.  

Consent and how the information will be used 

By taking part in this interview, you are agreeing for the data to be collected and used for the 

Nationwide Foundation’s research and to inform policy of the private rented sector. Findings 

will be shared across the UK. 

 

This discussion is confidential, and no individual responses will be identifiable in any 

of the outputs. 

Can I confirm 

You understand the purpose of the research   

You understand that the interview is anonymous and confidential   

You are happy to proceed with the research, and can chose to withdraw at any time  

You agree to the interview being recorded / and/or notes taken  

You agree for interview data to be analysed and reported in summary form, and direct quotes 

may be used but these will be anonymised / non-disclosive.   

 

Ask participant if they have any questions and confirm below if agree to proceed 

Yes  /  No  

https://rentbetter.indigohousegroup.com/
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1. Basic landlord profile and filtering questions 

Basic profile of the landlord and type to ensure interview responses in line with the sampling 

framework   

Filter questions to focus interview 

General PRT impacts including leavers and stayers – all interviews 

Access to justice / disputes 

Pandemic impacts 

Note not all the questions below will be asked for all landlord / letting agents, with interviews 

focused accordingly. There may also be overlaps and some may be asked all questions. 

 

For all landlords including leavers and stayer questions 

Are your tenants on a PRT or an SAT? 

Do you let property to tenants claiming Housing Benefit / UC – previously or currently?  

How long have you been a landlord, what changes have you seen? 

Do you know anything about Scottish Government plans for the PRS in future years? 

What are your future intentions as a landlord?  

 

For Access to justice / disputes questions 

Tailor according to landlord with a direct management relationship with the tenant, or if 

managed by the letting agent. Following questions assumes direct management, but adapt 

accordingly. 

How does your relationship with tenants work? 

What recent examples do you have of disputes with tenants? 

Lessons learned and new practices (including pre-action requirements for rent arrear cases) 

 

For Pandemic impacts as landlord 
What has your experience of being a landlord/letting agent been like during the COVID-19 
pandemic? 
Do you know how the pandemic has impacted your tenants?  
What do you know about the temporary Coronavirus legislation for the private rented sector? 
How has this temporary legislation affected you as a landlord/letting agent? In what way?   
Are there any specific actions that you plan to take at the point the temporary legislative 
measures lift? 
Have you served any eviction notices since the pandemic started?  
What would the impact be on you if any of the temporary legislative changes became 
permanent in Scotland? 
Are you aware of any supports for landlords put in place by the Scottish Government?  
 
Anything else would like to say about your experience in private renting not covered above? 
Thank you and close 
Also inform participants that research findings will be on the dedicated RentBetter 
website – details on the thank you letter 

https://rentbetter.indigohousegroup.com 
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